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A PROPOSED CAMPCRAFT PROGRAM 
FOR BOYS AND GIRLS 

CHAPTER I 

PRESENTATION OF TUE PROBLEM 

INTRODUCTION 

In America people are living in a complex society 

accoiparied by a fee1in of uncertainty which has been 

created by an ever-changing technology axd science. In 

substantiating this view it is nocessary on1j to mention 

sorno of the evidences which are present in the every-day 

living of today's average American. Current periodicals 

are constantly informing onr citizenry of the need for 

ruare arid more scientists if Anerica is to Teop abreast of 

world competition in technological and scientific discov- 

enes; television Is presenting materials relating to such 

subjects as national defense; and daily conversations are 

verbalizing the problems of world unrest. 

Society has been defined by The American Peoples 

ncyclopedia as follows: 

Includes all the relations of man to other 
men. The whole complex of human relationships 
is effected by such biological and physical 
factors as heredity and environment, as v;ell 
as by philosophical and religious ideas, artis- 
tic techniques, and technology and science. 
Society is organized; its components are lined 
to&ether by a variety of bonds. The components 
of society do not behave independently of one 
another but are in constant cooperation or 
comoetition. The main factors which determine 
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the organization of society are dnship, sex, 
occupational groups, religious and social 
organizations, clan and governìient (5, p 423). 
In the last fifty years our society has moved from an 

agrarian to a technological setting. This change as 

caused the migration of many people from rural areas to 

urban sub-diVisiori8 clustered around large industrial ceri- 

tora. The speed f living has shifted from a leisurely 

dace to one set to meet the demands of efficiency and high 

speed production. .oving with the advancement of technol- 

ogy, scientists have made almost unbelievable strides for 

the betterment of nan, such as in the field of redicirìe; 

but they have also designed instruments for man's destruc- 

tion, such as the hydrogen bomb. Additional technological 

and scientific advancements in communication and transpor- 

tation have aided a growing awareness of the world as a 

unit instead of individuai nations. 

Failure on the part of social institutions and 

thought to keep pace with these and similar advancements 

have produced a gap commonly termed a 'cultural lag.!I 

If a way of living is to be devised to fill this cultural 

lag, the needs of individuals must be evaluated in terms 

of current situations, and means must be devised to meet 

these needs. In discussing "ueed" Prescott said: "The 

structure and dynamic processes of the human orga iism 

imply the need for certain things, for certain conditions 

and for certain activities of the body if physical and 



mental health are to be maintained (58, p. 193)." 

refining the need concept in another way, Cowell says, 

"The simplest definition of need ¶s the absence of some 

thing which if present would tend to ive satisfaction. 

A need is the immediate outcome of certain internal and 

external occurances and. is therefore basically related 

to culture (12, P. 242)." 

Inherent in our American culturo is the democratic 

principle based upon the belief in the dignity and worth 

of the individual, and within this princiDle a means for 
meeting our current needs has been expressed: 

The civil liberties, the institutions of 
democratic government, indeed democracy 
itself are founded on a faith that every 
human being ha possibilities for beneficient 
rowth in mind and spirit, which can be 

realized if the conditions favorable to 
growth are provided. it of this faith 
grows the primary purpose of democratic 
education, which is the welfare of all the 
people. Out of this faith arises the con- 
cern for one's fellow man which lies at the 
heart of the great religions and of all 
humanitarian enterprizes (23, p. 68). 

in discussing educatirn stella Henderson states that 

education is: 

. . . a process of growth and development 
taking place as a result of the interactIon 
of an individual with his environment, both 
physical and social, be,innin at birth and 
1astiní as long as life itself -- a process 
in which social heritage as part of the 
social environment becomes a tool to he 
used toward the development of the best and 
most intelligent persons possible (36, p. 44). 

It has been recognized that "The individuai and the culture 
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are an 'orchested unity', each ;iaking the other. They 

cannot be separated unaltered, and therefore cannot be 

understood or studied one apart froen the other (Il, p. 2].)." 

Ii an attempt to rneet the demands of these concepts 

and others of a similar nature, the Educational Policies 

Commission of tho ational ducation Association has for- 

mulated the following statement known aS the "Imperative 

ducati-rml eeds of Youth." 

1. All youth need to develop salable skills and 
those understandings and attitudes that make 
the worker an intelligent and productive 
participant in economic life. To this end, 
most youth need supervised work experience 
as well as education in the skills and 
knowledge of their occupations. 

2. All youth need to develop and maintain good 
health and physical fitness, 

3. All youth need to understand the rights and 
duties of the citizen of a democratic society, 
and to be diligent and competent in the per- 
formance of their obligations as members of 
the co:mnunity and citizens of the state and 
nation. 

4. All youth need to understand the significance 
of the individual and society and the condì- 
tions conducive to successful family life. 

5. All youth need to know how to purchase and 
use goods and services intelligently, under- 
standing both the values received by the 
consumer and the economic consequences of 
their acts, 

5. All youth need to understand the methods of 
science, the influence of science on human 
life, and the main scientific facts concern- 
ing the nature of the world and of man. 

7. All youth need opportunities to develop their 
capacities to appreciate beauty in literature, 
art, iusic, and nature. 
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S. Ali youth need to be able to use their 
leisure time well and to budget it wioly, 
balancing activities that yield satisfac- 
tians to the individual with those that 
are socially useful. 

9. All youth need to develop rospect for other 
persons, to grow in their insight into ethical 
values and principios, and to be able to live 
and work cooperatively with others, 

10. All youth need to grow in their ability to 
think rationally to express their thoughts 
clearly, and to read and listen with under 
standIng (22, p. 216). 

Our definition of learning has broadened from one 

based upon a philosophy that learning was merely the 

acquisition of now1edgo to a philosophy based on the 

"organismic concept." The term organismic Is based on 

evidence there is no separation of 

mind and body; the individual reacts in toto to his sur- 

round ings. 

All learning, so it is believed, is what we build 
into behavior from an experience; we learn best 
those things that help us solve a problem, meet 
a situation, attain a desire, satisfy a want, or 
fulfill an interest (55, p. 18). 

Dewey in describing experience has saId: 

xperience always involves a dynamic Interaction 
between an organism and his envIronment. It 
involves a doIng or trying - and an undergoing. 
The organism Is said to have bad an experience 
when the connection between the doing and the 
undergoing is sensed. Thus more activity is not 
experience. It is what results when the activity 
is interpreted In terms of the return wave of 
consequences which flow from it (18, p. l'33-64. 

Individuals learn by experience. Behavior cannot be 



confined merely to the area of mental activity but, in- 

stead, involves the individual as a whole. Thus, education 

must design its curriculum to provide experiences which 

effect the total organism. 

V:ith this change in our cultural pattern and the new 

educational concepts of learing, have come many additions 

to teaching methods such as the use of audio-visual aids, 

classroom projects portrayin" the application of theories 

learned, field trips and many other experience-centered 

activities as described by Irwin when he stated: 

Pecent trends in education such as the activity 
school and the comunity centered school are 
efforts on the part of educ:tors to push aside 

the restricting walls of the traditional class- 
room. In their effoiz to meet the aims of 
education, . . . they have brought material 
from real life into the classroom for experi- 
onces with actuality at its source. By en- 
listing the cooperation of all educative 
agencies in a community they are attempting 
to achieve the end product everyone so desires 
-- that of an educated citizen (37, p. 23). 

School directed experiences conducted outside the class- 

room vhich include activities that can be best learned 

throuh direct experiences in contact with native materials 

and life situations have teen defined as outdoor education. 

Fairly new to the scene of outdoor education is school 

camping which is recognized as a tool by which dynamic liv- 

ing can be taught. Cilliland stated that: 

Many skills and attitudes needed by y:un: people 
today apparently can be taught more effectively 
out-of-doors than indoors. Educators do not 
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claim that the school camp is a panacea for all 
the ills of society. They do contend, however, 
that some of the direct experiences needed by 
young people aro best found in a school camping 
environment (27, p. 2). 

It is perhaps significant to note here that the 

organized camping movement had its beginning in the Tînited 

Stetes as part of a school's summer pros ram. However, it 

has boon only in the last thirty :Tears that public schol 

systems have started to explore and utilize the educational 

potentialities of the organized camp. any states, among 

them, Wichigan, California and New York, now include 

organized campirI experiences as a part of the regular 

public school curriculum. The school camp is not regarded 

as a frill or extra, but as a reans by which the goals of 

education can be achieved. 

Camping provides opportunities for the teaching of 

democracy through actual application of democratic prin- 

ciples and provides situations for real life experiences. 

It has, in addition, made a distinct contribution to 

today's youth in use of leisure time and appreciation 

of nature in outdoor activities. 

It is true in camping, as in many other activities, 

that the fullest possible value cannot be obtained unless 

the participants in the activity have acquired certain 

skills and znowledges. Camping skills and knowledge have 

been lablod tcamperaft.t Furns has defined camperaft as 
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"the art of takin, care of one's self and others in the 

o'.itdoors and getting joy and inspiration from it (6, 

p. 94)." 

Materials designed to aid the individuals development 

of skills and cnowledges of outdoor living for both their 

own sake and to enable the individual t'ho possesses these 

s<ills and knowledges to achieve more intangible r:oals 

through comfortable, safe and healthful outdoor experiences 

have received considerable attention Yo"th agencies, and. 

individuals considered to be experts in this field, have 

printed many materials oxplainin the skills and knowled.es 

of camporaft. iiovever, a survey of the l:tterature reveals 

little information on the proressive development camp- 

craft skills and knowledges. 

It was from this area of camperait that the problem 

o. this paper was selected. 

progressive pro, ram designed 

acquiring those knowledges a 

camping at the fullest, that 

to the needs of the youth of 

to our society as a whole. 

It is hoped, by devising a 

to assist individuals in 

rid skills necessary to enjoy 

a contributjDn will be made 

the Triited gtates and thus 

The Problem 

9rigin of ±i2 study 

In a review of the related literature in the field 

of camping there appears to be a lack of research in the 



area of defining the skills and know1edge of a progressive 

camperaft program. It is important to recognize that many 

individuals and groups havd defined such programs, but have 

not validated them by accepted research methods. Among the 

better known of these are the prorams defined by Catherine 

Hammett (33, p. 28.-37) and by the Junior ain cuides (4., 

p. 8-24). Catherine Hammett, in 1955, requesteô the aid of 

members of the reLon State College Vóments PhysIcal 

Education tepartment to study prorossive camperaft program- 

ming, through the teachin of thoir camping education cour. 
A study was started and then dropped when the American Camp- 

iri: ssociatin selected as a national leder3hip training 

project the traning of camperaft counselors based on a three- 

level program of skill development which they announced in 

the April, 1q56 edition of Camping Magazine (1, p. 36). The 

American Camping Association program is aimed at the courise- 

br level and is designed eventually to evolve into a stand- 

ardized training and certification program for the training 

of camperaft leaders. 

The apparent need for research in the area of camp- 

craft proression 
pros rams and the current interest in such 

programs as indicated by the .rrrican Campin Association 

form the bases upon which this study v;as selected. To avoid 

duplication of work to be accomplished the emphasis of this 

study is 
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placed upon a camperaft skills and knowledges program for 

boys and c:irls. 

Purpose of the study. 

The purpose of the study was to define the skills and 

knowledges thought to be essential to include in a three- 

level progressive camperaft program, for boys and girls 

based upon the opinions of a selected group of members of 

the A.C.Ä. located in the nine western states. 

Nature of the Study 

The study centers around an analysis of skills and 

knowlodíes considered essential for the boy or girl to 
achieve in the development of camperaft skills and know).- 

edges. the analysis inclidod a review of the related 

literature, gathering information from all available resour- 

ces, and finding out the opinions of those currently en- 

gaged in workin: with boys and girls in situations where 

canperaft is Included in the prograri of activities. The 

interpretation of the analysis has resulted in a proposed 

carnperaft program for boys and girls for use by them as 

individuals, as a family, as club groups or as a part of 

the program of activities in a camp. 

tefinition of Terms 

or the pirposo of this study several terms have been 

selected for ddfinThion. Those terms aro organized cap- 
lug, an organized day camp, an organized reldent camp, 

and caznperaf t. 
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ranized amping 

. . any definition of organized camping 
includes at least five elements -- out-of- 
doors, recreation, group living, education, 
social adjustment -- for camping is a 
recreational experience in the out-of-doors 
which provides special opportunity for 
education and for social adjustment through 
group living . . . in camping the primary 
focus is on the camper and the utilization 
of all the facilities of the camp, both 
personal and physical, for the pleasure, 
rowth and welfare of the camper in t°rms 
of his interost and needs (46, p. 2). 

In describinL the ldnd of experience camping should 

offer its )articipants the American Camping Association 

states: 

Organized campirt is a creative, education 
experience in cooperative group living In the 
out-of-doors. It utilizes the resources of 
the natural surrounding8 to contribute sig- 
nificantly to physical, mental, spiritual 
and social growth. It is a sustained experi- 
ence under the supervision of trained leader- 
ship. 

Camping contributes: 
to good health through supervised activity, 
sufficient rest, good food and wholesome 
companionship; 
to spiritual development by helping campers 
to recognize and appreciate the handiwork 
of God; ii nature; 
to social development by providing experieflce 
in which campers learn how to deal practically 
and effectively with living situations; 
to citizen trainIng, providing through its 
community of campers the medium for democratic 
participation in decision making, planning 
and carrying out of activity; 
to the development of self-reliance and 
resourcefulness by providing Instruction 
and experience in which campers acquire 
knowledge and skills essential to their 
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well-being.1 

An Oranized v Camp 

arganized day camping is an experience in 
group living in a natural environment. It 
is or;anized as a sustained experience 
carried on during the daytime under the 
supervision of trained leadership. It 
provides a creative eduicational experience 
in cooperative group living in the out-of- 
doors. It utilizes the resources of the natural environment to contribute signifi- 
cantly to mental, physical, social and 
spiritual growth.2 

An )rganized Resident Camp 

organized resident camping provides an 
experience in group living in a natural 
environment. It is a sustained experience 
under the supervision of trained. loader- 
ship. Camping provides a creative educa- 
tional experience in group living in the 
out-of-doors. It utilizes the resources 
of the natural surroundings to contribute 
significantly to mental, physical, social 
Ñnd spiritual growth (2, p. 3). 

Camperaft 

T:Urns has defined camperaft as ". . . the 
art of taking care of one's self and others 
in the outdoors and retting joy and inspira- 
tion from it (6, p. 94)." Implied in this 
definition are the following concepts: 
1. The camper possesses the skills and 

knowieci:es necessary for comfort, saty, 
and health. 

2. The camper ta:es advantage of the ath- 
letic enjoyment and spiritual enrichment 
made possible by the out-of-doors through 
those abilitles..(6, p. 94). 

1From a stctement adapted by the Board of Directors of 
the American Camping Association, Cotober 19, 195. 
Eradford oods, ;artinsville, Indiana. 
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Organization of the cemainder of the Study 

The resources for the study are described i Chap- 

ter II. The procedure for collecting and anaiyztn the 

data is described in chapter III. n analysis of the 

study is presented in Chapter IV, Implications of the 

stud arid the proposed camperaf t progression program 

resulting from the study are found in Chapter V. 

A summary of the study and augestions for further study 

are found in Chapter VI, 
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CHAPTER II 

RESOURCES FOR THE STUDY 

The materials :Ln tiis chapter are prsente for a dual 

purpose. First, to briefly orient the reader to the growth 

arid current trends in the camping field and, second, to 

present the resources which form the imrndiate background 

information for the problem of this study. The first half 

of the chapter deals with historical and philosophical 
backgrouncs of organized. camping. The second portion of 

this chapter includes a brief discussion of the philosophy 
underlyin a caperaft proLram, and a revie of three 

existing camperaf t programs. 

Historical and Philosophical. acIc.roun 

A history of camping is as long as the story of the 
life of man. From man's earliest beginnings, outdoor 

living has played a role in our way of life. Primitive 

man's way of life was one long campout with his very 

existence dependent upon his skills and cnow1edge in out- 

door ways. rihe pioneer settlers, coming to this country 
from European civilizations, owe their survival to the 

accumulated .nowledge of outdoor living passed on to them 

by the American Indian. Many of the present day authori- 
ties, among them Seton and Sargent, are of the opin.on 
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that the survival of pre$ent day society is dependent upon 

the cnowledges of the ways of nature. Conservationists, 

and others in related fields, are emphasizing with a grow- 

ing intensity the need for ublic awareness in conserving 

natural resources. Considerable time and effort has been 

spent on developing educational programs aimed particularly 

at the wise uses of our natural environment. A statement 

from the introducti-,n of .isconsin's outdoor education 

program serves to further substantiate this point of view: 

It should be clear to all of us that man is 
absolutely deendent upon the resources which 
he can find upon this planet. The everyday 
needs of his life ca be supplied only by 
drawing upon these resources. Sorne of them 
are renewable, but sorne canoot be replaced as 
mari uses them. TJpon their quality and abundance 
depends the social as veil as economic well- 
being of man. 

turing the centuries in which our civi1izatin 
has been developing, the rapid and intensive 
utilization of natural resources has been the 
sources of the economic over of the nati-n. 
History has shown us that the downfall of 
other and powerful civillaations may be at- 
tributed to the exhaustion of their natural 
resources. Pere in the TTnited States, the 
original abundance of natural resources led to 
a frame of mind. that deemed the storehouse of 
our treasures inexhaustible It is only 
comparatively recently that we have been forced 
to realize that the forest is not endless, the 
fertility of the soil Is not boundless, the 
replacement f slaughtered game is not limitless, 
and the purity of our lakes and streams is not 
inviolable. The complete loss of sor'e of our 
resources and the accelerated rapidity with 
which others are disappearing or disintegrating 
make it Imperative for us to urge proper conser- 
vation more forcefully than ever (71, p. 7). 
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nloy and Prury point out the potentIal role organized 

camping ha s to play in implementing such educational pro- 

grams. 

Camping Is outdoor experience and offers 
opportunities to know tho outdoors, whIch 
would Includo how to live in it, with It, 
preserve it for others . . . The natural 
resources of the nation will be respected 
and preserved when all children have 
opportunity to know and understand such 
things as theeffect that cutting forests 
has on erosion, floods, and food supply . 

(50, p. 19). 

Providing the setting for learning to conserve natural 

resources is only one of the contributions offered to 

our present society by organized camping. 

Growth of Organized Camping 

Even before the expansion of the frontier of the 

ninited States was completed, organized cani . ping had made 

its beginning. L'xplanations for the desire of oople to 

yet out and away from city and urban areas are varied. 

In discussing these motivations, Dimock said: 

The forces anc influences that have .enorated 
organized camp, stimulated its development, 
and brought It to Its present dimensions and status in American life are numerous. Foremost 
probably, are the industrialization and urbanI- 
zation of our society, which have tended to de- 
prive persons of sense of their kinship with the 
natural world. There is a growing recognition 
of the impoverishing consequences of an exc1u- 
sivelj city experience and education, and an 
accentuated desire to supplement these with 
fresh and vital experiences in outdoor living 
(20, p. 25). 
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As early as the sevontee-hundreds a Swiss educator, 

Johann einriek Pestalozze, me'ltî3ns the values to be 

found in ari outdoor croup experience (C, p. 10). T3ow- 

ever, the orgized can as we kn3w it today is predorni- 

nately American. States located in and around the 

georaphic area of Now nLland aro credited with the 
origin and Initial growth of the camping movement in this 

country beginning in 1861 with Frederick Gunn's school 

camp for boys. Following closely was the first private 
camp founded by Er. Joseph iothrock in 1875, the first 

church camp in 1880, and the first aE;ency camp founded 

by the Young Men's Christian Association in 1885. 

Camping for girls began with Camp ehonka in 1892 (50, 

p. 6-8). 

Since the initial beginning oí' camping, many individ- 

uals and groups have come to recognize the opportunity to 

further their objectives through organized camping. In 

1952, the first census of camping was made which gave a 

report of camping )ractices throughout the nation. At 

this time it was estimated there wore more than 12,600 

organized camps operating in the TJ.itd States serving 

approximately 4,000,000 campers annually (5, p. 11). 

Camperaft Program Philosophy 

)bjectives underlying the establishment of organized 
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camps may vary with the aponsorin agency or individual's 

pblloso1hy, but all ar'6o that to achieve their oa1s, 

objectives must be realized through the organization of 

their camp prorarn. As stated by Burns: '. . . program- 

ming consists of planning, developing or implementing, 

integrating and coordinating, supervising, and evaluating 

(6, p. 31)." All organized camp programs, regardless of 

underlying, objectives and philosophies, have the factor 

of an outdoor setting in common. 

The milieu, in and through wich the results 
of camping accrue must remain basic in olan- 
ning for outdoor living . . . S.ince city ways 
aré not camping ways, the adaptation from one 
typo of thindng, acting, and living to another 
type is pregnant with interest and program 
possibilities (6, p. 92-93). 

hio the degree of emphasis placed on the outdoor living 

phase of program may var with the situation, all camp 

administrators and staffs are faced with the need to help 

those in their care adapt themselves to the pattern of 

life in the out-of-doors before other camp objeetives 
can be achieved. In camps where this program phase has 

been emphaeizod or developed into a separate program 
area the skills and knowledges of outdoor living have 

been designated as camperaft, sometimes called pioneering, 
woodcraft, wild.craft and real. camping. 

von a limited survey of camp programs will reveal 

an almost endless variety of activities provided for 
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campers. ,oiie of theze are team sports, swimming, bandi- 

craft, horseback riding and boatinj., and co'ild be learned 

in places outside of camping situations. owever, crp- 

craft i one activity in which the camp settthg offers an 

unparalleled richness for development of skill. In dis- 

cussing the place of camperaft in the caiîiping program an 

article in the Camppg Tagazine states "camperaft activi- 

ties should be available to all aies -- fron eiht years 

up. However, the program riust suit the age and ability 

of the child (11, p. 15)." 

Development of Camperaft Programs 

Authorities in the camp program area fool that certain 

gides are basic to the development of a successful camp- 

craft program in an organized camp. The summary statement 

as presented by Farbara 11en Joy, one of the roconized 

authorities, seons to best reflect and sumnerize their 

ii. 
1. Camperaft is an activity which should be done well or not at all. There are too many dangers 

inherent in it -- mental as well as physical -- 
to allow it to be done in a haphazard manner. 

2. The aim of a carnperaft program is to help children feel comfortable and safe out-of- 
doors and to make the experience entirely 
satisfactory so that they will wish to keep 
on with camping enterests and ab±lities. 

3. Camping-out activities are not a test of 
endurance or of one's ability to stand discomfort, 
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confusion and untidy 1ivin, conditions, 
but an unique situation in which campers 

and counselors can by their own skills and 

knowledge, adapt themselves to primitive 
conditions sanely, safely, and health- 
fully, and in the spirit of fun and 

adventure. 

4. Camors houlc learn by doing, but the 
greater part of the learning procese 
should be carried on in or near the main 

camp under skilled leadership (41, p. 202-03). 

In order to carry out this philosophy to successful 

completion c'irrent trends in the training of counselors, 

as shown by the Anerican Camping Association certification 

program for camperaft leaders, seem important to consider. 

This program indicates that in order to become proficient 

in camperaft skills one must begin his learning with the 

fundamentals and pro'ess to increasin:ly more difficult 

and complex phases. It would then seem that those cur- 

rently enraged in developing plans for teaching camperaft 

skills and nowlerj:es to others have selected the pro:res- 

sive program method as the ne most suited to achieve this 

purpose. 

Fuilding upon the foregoing beliefs, those who 

operate camperaft programs should consider the age, 

experience and skills of the campers, safe qonditions 

which provIde an increasingly more difficult and complex 

program of skills and a reator deree of resoonsthility 

on the part of the participants a skilled leadership. 
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The Junior Maine ('u1e prorram recocmi7.es these in the 

introductim to their syllabus for outdoor livinF. 

The Maine Junior 3iiide program is Outdoor 
Living. It is a way of life which offers fun, 
adventure, relaxation, an opportunity to find 
one self in natural surroundiris and the 
realization of success through the attairu,ent 
of certain skills . . . It recognizes the fact 
that certain basic skills are the foundation 
o1 succossful outdoor campIng. These apear in 
a simple manner in the earliest units and 
develop gradually as the campers carry out 
more extended activities. rFhe: should be the 
result of happy living prionces,an out- 
growth of the activities so planned that the 
particular group can easily acquire these 
skills graduall'49, p. 7). 

eview of Existing Programs and Materials 

The following programs which skills and 

nowledges of ciiperaft in progressive programs have been 

selected for review in this study. They include a nro-ram 

developed for use in a private camp, one outlined for use 

in the state of atne and one designed for USA In all parts 

of the United States. 

The 

This Pro' ram was defined for a private fins' camp 

located in Visconsin. The camperaft program is based 
upon Trip Requirements proressInf from beginning to more 

complex skills. ?he persons involved in the development 

of this program believed that a -oal, such as a trIp 

activity, would add motivation. Posponjbjlity for the 
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implementation of the total prora-i rests with tho camp 

director and head camperaft counselors. Specific program 

responsibilities are delegated to other staff members. 

Travel sci1ls, designated as enabling 3kills, are assigned 

to other program phases such as canoeing, hiking or horse- 

bacc riding. Skills arid knowlod1os are developed by prao- 

tice sessions, actual trips and written projects. 

Trip requirements are outlined, beginning with basic 
skills and progress to more advanced ones. Each succeed- 

mr trip roq'iirements include the qualification "in 

addition to the previous requirements". Also, included 

is a less difficult list of skills to be achieved by 

those groups going to a camp-out spot near camp. Tequire- 

ment lists includo skills and cnowiedes in the uso and 

caro of the knife, hatchet and axe, f irebuilding and 

devices, equipment and gear, cooking and food, lashing 

and knots, sanitation, map and compass, weather and flora 

and fauna (41, p. 6-25). 

The Junior haine Guides Program 

rrhe idea for this program was originated by a group 

of camp directors in the state of Maine. The roup was 

officially created by the State of Maine Legislature in 

f:arch, 1937. Any boy or girl attending a Maine camp who 

is betweefl the a..es of fourteen and twenty-one may attend 

the central tríining camp upon recommendation of his camp 
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director. If he proves proficient ir outdoor woodcraft 

and related activities he passes the test arid becomes a 

member of the Junior Maine Guides. 

This proeram is divided into five units. The pro:ra1 

manual states that the first four units are offered as 

sugestins for groups preceding the Junior ide level. 
The:r are designed to be adapted to varying camp situations. 

Unit I can be done in one summer period of camping; other 

units may be spaced over a longer period of time depending 

upon the ae and skill of the campers. Unit V is the 

Junior 1.aine Guide prorram, a test constructed to measure 

one's ability to actually live in the wilderness and care 

for a group successfully. It is for compers at least 
fourteen years of age, preferably those sixteen to twenty- 

one years old, who have had previous training in outdoor 

camping and who are mature enough to assume responsibility. 

The proram introduction states that the basic skills 

appear in each unit and increase in difficulty as the 

camper progresses. As these are not labeled i any way 

one must assume that the skills Included under the following 

headings are those considered to be basic by the proponents 

of the program. The first four units include ore-trip 

planning and preparation; encampment techniques; axeman- 

ship; fire use arid building; cooking; lashing and knots; 

sanitation; nature; weather; and orientation to the out-of- 
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doors1 In addition, Tinit I includes first aid and travel 

techniques; Tnit II, outdoor entertainment and building 

of a permanent camp structure; TJnit III, first aid and 

transportation skills; and, Jnit IV, first aid and out- 

door entertainment skills. 

Unit V training takes place in the form of an actual 

living experience and is the test for the Junior iaine 

Guide rating. A sample of thIs test piven in the 'ïanual 

includes encampment techniques, fires, tree use and 

identification, riaps and mapping skills, trips, axemanship, 

canoe skills, first aid know1eLes, ¿ame regulations, water 

safety, riflery, a three-day wldernes camping trip and 

a rieral now1edge about the topography, industries and 

tourist services of the state of naine. The program out- 
line is followed by a syllabus of refcrence iiatrials 

(49, p. 8-24). 

The JTarnnett Program 

This program, or "Camperaft k1lls Check-list as 

it is called, was devised by Catherine Hammett as ari aid 

to boys and girls, or adults, in developing camperaft 

s-:il1s. The principle aim is to aid those who do not 

have other guides avaIlable to assist in the development 

of ourdoor living skills. 

The skills and knowlecIes are grouped into four levels, 

ranin from beginning to more complex. mphasis is placed 

o- the fact that the program is just a beginning stage of 
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camperait knowledge and skills. The introduction notes 

that certain items will not be suitable in all parts of 

the country and suggests that the user substitute other 

skills îiore suited to local neecs when this situatin 
arises. :iì. list of activlties is designed for use, by 

individuals, families or oth3r groups, or as part of the 

program of activities in an organized camp, ii all parts 
of the United States. 

.aterials included in the program cover firecrefte, 

cokery, care and use of tools, lashing and knots, equip- 
ment and gear and their use and care, planning and exocut- 

ing of outdoor events, conservation and outdoor citizenship, 

study of flora nd fauna, weather, nap and compass, out- 

door entertainment and appreciation of the out-of-doors 

(3, p. 28-37). 

ther Camperait Resources 

There are numerous sources of matorral on camperaft, 
but for the most part they take the form -'f printed 

reference material for use by those engaged in the plan- 
ning acid carrying out of carnperaft Programs. Some groups, 
such as the Girl and Foy scouts include camperaft skills 
in the requireients for badges or honors. No defined 

campciaft pro:ression program is found. 3ne of the iost 

comprehensive lists of references on campernft may be 

found in Camp counseling by ?itchell and crawford 
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(56, p. 181-390). Additional camperaft references used 

In this study are listed in the bibliography. 

Summary 

This chapter has presented a brief historical and 

philosophical view of organized camping in thts country 

which foris the back:round for the study and the immediate 

rcsources used in the development of the idea for the 

study. 

The fol1owinr chapter deals with the procedures fol- 
lowod in the development of a 2roressive program of camp- 

craft sci1ls and knowledges. 
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RESEARCH P OI)!TRES 

esach procedures for the stidy were ¿esined to 

validate a SL:Ge5te0. pror.ro3$ive prorai. of caPDcraft 

ki11s anc :noi1edges, A review of the literature and 

the comments and suggestions of a selected group oí' 

authorities formed the basis for the studj; but the final 

decision on the items to be included in the prof:ra and 

their placement in the pro:rossion 1ve1s was deter1nod 

by means of an inquiry sent to qualified individuals cur- 

rently involved in plannin canìp programs. The f irt 

part of this chapter contains a description of the devel- 

opziient of the progressiori the second portion describes 
the selection of the popìlation and the nethod employed 

in the collection of data. 

['evelopiient of the Pro :re s ivo Pro cram 
of Cariiperaft Skills and nowledges 

A survey of the camping'. literature revealed extensive 

printed material on camperaft but very little infornation 

on progressive programs designed for use by boys and irls.1 
One existing program, Catherine Eammett's "Caperaft SkIlls 

'iefer to Chanter II of this paper for a surnmary of 
materials. 
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Check-list" was selected to forn the nucloous for the 

developnìent of the su:estcd program used In this study. 

Catherine Hmmnott, consLdered by many to be a 

national authority n the canperxft prora 'irea, is 

currontlj engaged In implementing a nationwide camperaft 

leadership training program for the American Camping 

Association. The camperaft progression, as defined by 

iiss Haixnett, was selected because it has been widely 

circulated throughout the UnIted States, having appeared 

in both regular ad poccotbook editis and because of 

its wide acceptance. 

Changes and additions with the approval of 'iss 

I-iamrnett, were madeas a result of surveying other progres- 

sive carnperaft programs, resource materials and the 

author's owi ideas. The result was a s'ig{'ested proíres- 

sivo camperaft skills find lcnowledges program desined to 

provide a starting point for the study. The suggested 

program tentivel:j grouped camperaf t skills and knowledges 

into three levels ranging in difficulty frofl beginning to 
more complex skills. Upon completion of the sug,ested 
program, it was sent to individuals considered to be 

authorities -- defined as a "jury-of-experts" -- in camp- 

eraL t. 
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e1ection of the Jury-of-Lxperts 

The fo1loing criteria was developed to serve as a 

E-uide for the selection of the jury-of-exports. In de- 

veloping this criteria an effort was niade to include 

representatives of all types of camp prograrns which in- 

clude camperaft and to include those who would best 

represent both the theoretical and practical aspects of 

caiperaft. The criteria are: 

1. AdmInistrators or coordinators of car.iping 
procrams at national or at local levels 
of youth serving agencies such as the 
1oy Scouts, uirl scouts, Camp Fie Girls, 
Young Women's Christian Association and 
Youn&, :e1s Christian Association. 

2. Individuals who have defined camperaft 
progrìms. 

3. Camp directors presently engaged in camp 
adrair stretion, 

4. ducators concerned with camping curriculum 
at the college or university level. 

Aid of the jury was sought in the preliminary stages 

of the program development for several. reasons. It was 

felt important to obtali information from a roi1p whose 

opinions have been based on years of experience in camp 

programming in a wide variety of situations. such opinions 

would add to the more theoretical background of the program 

which the writer gained from library sources and whose 

opinions would aid the ;rïter in defining a progression 

.1 
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of camnperft skills and knowlees. efer to Appendix A 

for a complete list of the jury-of-exports. 

mebors of the jury wore contacted by a letter asking 

for their cooperation in this study. Upon receivIng their 

approvai, the suggested roressive program was sont. 

Fifteen inquiries containing the sugested prograr were 

sent, and thIrteen wore returned. A copy of this inquiry 

is to be found in Appendix F of this pap. 

Results f the Jury Inquiry 

The inìquiry sent to the jury recuested their opinions 

on the content and format of the suggested proressIve 

camperat siils and knovledget progran. The jury was 

requested to rate items as essential, desirable or non- 

essential to a basic camperaft prorarn and to place each 

ite:i in the progressi3r level they considered most suita- 

ble. The inquiry also Invited any additions to or comnents 

on tLuis suesteQ program. 

A tabulation of the ratinLs and the progression 

level indicated as most siitable vias completed. Those 

itexiis receiving at least a fifty-percent agreement of the 
jury-of-experts bere retained in the program. i)nly one 

item was rated as non-essential. Â fifty-percent level 

of areement was applied in the placement of items at 

various progression levels. tíhen at least fifty-percent 
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or the jury agreed on the most suitable level the Item 

was retained in its original place. 

Additions and comments made by the jury were compiled, 

and after consulting a research expert on correct procedure, 

all additions or chan.:es indicated by the jury were in- 

corporated into the refined pro&ram. Chart T, pages 31, 

32, 33, 34, and 35 of this study 1ncluces the three-level 

progressivo camperaft program resulting from the proce- 

dures outlined in the proceeding portion of this chapter. 
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CHART I 

A SUGGESTED CAMPCRAFT PROCRA FOR BOYS AND GIRLS 

LEVEL I BEGINNER 

A. Nature and Conservation 
1. K the conservation pledge. 
2. Show that you know five things to do to 

leave the outdoor areas you use in better 
condition than you found them. 

3. Learn to identify three wild animals 
common to your locality and one reìson 
why each lives in this area. 

4. Learn to identify three plants common 
to your locality arid their uses in out- 
door liviriE. 

5. Liscuss what could happen if one kind 
of plant and/or animal life ceased to 
exist and how it would affect ll life. 

L. Firecraft 
1. Show that you know tue proper care and use 

of natches. 
2. 'Znow tìie uses of tinder, kindling, fire- 

wood and/or charcoal fuels. 
3. Demonstrate how to build a foundation fire 

correctly. eep it burning for three 
minutes. 

4. I{elp build a woodpile using natural 
materials. 

5. Lem:ristrate how to build and iìse a tepee 
fire and/or a criss-cross fire and/or a 
fire using charcoal. 

6. now three woods in your locality and 
use in firecraft. 

7. Show that you know how to find and pro- 
tect fuels in inclement weather. 

8. Show that you can build a fire using 
only natural materials. 

C. Cookery 
1. Plan and pack a bike lunch. 
2. Prepare a simple one-pot meal so that it looks and tastes good. 
3. Show that you cari cook one item by stick 

cookery. 
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CHAFT I (continued) 

i. Fooecraft 
1. State the characteristics of a rood knot. 
2. Demonstrate how to tie and 'iso a square 

knot and a clove hitch and how to whip 
the ends of a rope. 

L. Tooleraft 
1-. Show that you know how to care for and 

use a pocket 1nife. 
2. ake a simple camp utensil usih a 

knife you have sharpened. 
3. Show that you know how to 'ise and care 

for a hand-axe. 
4, ake an eating or cooking utensil 

from a tin can. 

F. First Aid, Safety and Sanitation 
1. Show that you know five fire safety 

measures -- including biit1din a fire 
circle and putting out a fire correctly. 

2. Demonstrate proper disposal of garbage. 
3. Demonstrate how to build, a grease pit. 
4. Show that you know how to keep your 

cooking utensils clean in the outdoors. 
5. Show that you can identify the poi- 

sonous reptiles, insects and plants 
in your locality. 

6. Demonstrate a simple remedy for burns, 
cuts and blisters. 

7. Know the precautions to take for your 
safety before starting on a hike -- 
such as what to do if you become lost. 

8. Show that you know the proper precau- 
tions to provide safo drinking water. 

9, now what to do in caso of a forest 
fire. 

C. a and Compass 
1. Show that you know how to box the 

compass. 
2. Demonstrate how to find T)RTL[ by the 

stars, the sun and by the compass. 
3. Show that you can identify and follow 

trail markers common to your locality. 
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CHART I (continued) 

E. Equipment and Gear 
1. Showtat you cnow how to dress 

properly for an outing consider- 
ing the activity, terrain and 
weather. 

2. Make some piece of equipment -- 

such as a bag, for a meal kit. 
3. Show that you can make a blanket 

roll. 
4. remonstrate that you know how to 

pack your g;ear for an overnight. 

I. Trip Planning (in a group of G to 10) 

le Co on a all-day hike on a well- 
marked trail or road, carrying all 
of your equipment and including the 
planning and carrying out of a 
cookout, demonstrating as many of 
the above skills as is possible in 
carrying out your plans. 

2. Afterwards discuss the outing with 
your fellow campers selecting the 
good and bad points to assist in 
further planning. 

3. Learn one song, garne or story based 
upon the outdoors. 

LEVEL II INTER?1ELIATE 

A. Nature and Conservation 
1. lind out about and/or visit a state 

or federal conservation project such 
as a fish hatchery, tree farm or game 
refuge. Include in your findings why 
it Is needed. 

2. fearn three ways anima1 depend upon 
each other to live and how this helps 
keep wildlife in "balance't. 

3. Learn about soil erosion and why it 
is harmful to the conservation of 
natural resources. 

4. Find out what happens to animals and 
plants if their water supply becomes 
polluted. 

5. Make a collection of three types of 
soil and/or rocks arid be able to 
identify arid tell the i'se of one. 
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CHART I (cortinued) 

B. Cooke 
1. Show that you can cook a meal which 

combines pot and stick cookery methods. 
2. Show that you can bake in foil and in 

a rer1ctor oven and/or in a P' . itch oven. 
3. Help plan three well-balanced outòoor 

meals for one day. 
4. Help cook a oal without adult suner- 

V i S On. 
5. Show that you cari make a food cache 

safo from wild animals. 

C. Firecraft 
1. lemonstrate that you know hw to build 

and use a reflector fire and a trench 
fire. 

2. Demonstrate how to make two types of 
fuels froui man-made materials. 

D. flopecraft 
1. lemonstrate how to tie s half-httch, a 

sheet band and a bowline. 
2. iake one article using one form of 

lashing -- square, rounu, diagonal or 
continuous. 

E. Tooleraft 
1. ae some kind of camp equipment using 

tools you have learned to handle. 
2. ake some kind of cooking device, 

such as simple crane or turningspit. 

F. First Aid, and Sanitation 
1. Show that you know how to build a 

simple latrine for an -'vernight. 
2. Show that you know the first aid for 

sprains, sunstroke and sunburn. 
3. Make a hike first aid. kit and demon- 

strate how to use its contents. 
4. Show that you know how to make a 

simple outdoor food. cooler. 

G. ja and Compass 
I. Demonstrate how to set and sight with 

a map and compass. 
2. Lemonstrate that you know how to lay 

and follow a trail. 
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CHART I (continued) 

G. a and Compass (continued) 
3. Show that you can finc :onr way 

using the sun and stars as indica- 
tions of direction. 

H. EguIjment and Gear 
1. inowe various packs desirable 

for you to use. 
2. Show that you know how to select and 

preparo a site for pitching a tent. 
3. Add an additional jiece of equij'ent 

to your Eoar -- such as a sleeping 
bag, hiking boots or pack-sack -- 
and show that you 1:now how to care 
for it. 

I. Trip Planning. (in a group of S to 10 with 
leadership) 

1. Show that y'U irnow how to select and 
set-up an overnight camping sito. 

2. Assist in the planning and carrying 
out of an overnlp;ht trip deionstrating 
as many of the above skills as possible 
in carrying out your plans. 

3. Tell a story, teach a son, or help 
plan a ceremony campfire based on the 
outdoors. 

4. Afterwards, discuss the outïng with 
your fellow campers selectin the 
good and bad points to assist in further planning. 

Lh3/1L III ADVANCiiD 

A. iJature and Conservation 
1. Assist in the planning and carryin: out 

of a conservation project such as 
improvin. a part of a camping site. 

2. Learn to identify three game animals -- 
fisui, bird and mammal -- common to your locality and why there are laws to 
protect them. 

3. Show that ou aro able to identify and 
use native edible plants found in your 
locality. 

4. Learn three weys nature keeps soil from 
wearing out and what happens if soil 
wears out. 



CHART I (continued) 

A. Nature and Conservation continued) ThLinTh a i s, wind and o t he r 
natural forces that cause weather 
conditions in your locality. 

13. 1irecraft 
1. Sw that 

a fire bu 
2. Show that 

sites for 
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you can build and keep 
rnin- in the rain. 
you know how to build fire 
mm, plank and spit cookery. 

C. Cookery 
1. Assist in the planning ana preparatIon 

of meals for a three-day back-pack1n' trip which includes the use of 
dehydrated foods. 

2. Demonstrate that you know how to cook 
something by each of the following 
methods -- boiling, baking, frying and 
broiling -- that you have not shown 
before. 

D. Ropecraft 
1. I:eonstratc that you can tie two 

additional useful knots. 
2. Assist In the making of a permanent 

camp fIxture to Improve a camp site. 

1. Toolcraft 
-T. Shcw that you know bow to properly 

select and put into condition the 
tools necessary to carry on a back- 
packing trip. 

2. 1ernonstrate proper care and use of a 
sheath knife. 

3. Demonstrate proper care and use of a 
bucksaw. 

F. First Alci, Safety and Sanitation 
1. Ïemons1rate Fper sIèction and pack- 

IF, of clothinc to take on a back- 
packing trip. 

2. Demonstrate ability to ;.ass the American 
Red Cross standard first aid course. 
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CHART I (continued) 

G. and Compass 
1. Go on a one milo cross-country hike by 

uso of rap and compass. 
2. Show that you know how to read and use 

a toporaphicai map. 

li. Equipment and Gear 
Ì. temorate that you know how to properly 

pack you gear and equipment for a three 
day back-packing trip. 

2. Add a piece of campini equipment 
such as a pack board or a ground cloth. 

3. ;.now the maximum poundaL'e for rou to 
carry. 

4. [earn how to make a temporary shelter 
using a ground cloth or poncho. 

I. risrip Planning (tri group of G to 10 with 
leadership) 

1. tssist in the planning and carrying out 
of a two or three day back-pncinL trip 
demonstrating as many of the above 
skills in carrying out your plans. 

2. Ìfterwar& discuss the trin with your 
fellow campers seloctin the good and 
bad points to assist in further planning. 

3. Learn a hiking son& and a story about 
the outdoors that you have not known 
before, 

As stated in the introduction of this chapter the 

final decision ori the items to be includec in the proposed 

!)rorossive program and the placement in progression levels 

v;as determined by means of an inquiry sent to ialified 

indivicuals cirrerit1y engaged in camping programming. The 

remainder of this chapter contamos an explanation of the 

selection of the population used in this study, the method 

employed in gathering data and tabulation procedures 

followed in compiling this data. 
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SelectIon of the Popu1ttion 

A Probnbillty 3esearch etiod vas employed in the 

EelectIn of the population for this study. The initial 

criterion for e1ection wa Individuels currently en'aied 

In the operation of ca:iperft pro:rarns Members selected 
fron Region VII, cornprislnf the nine Vestern states of the 

Aiericarì Camping AssocIation presented the nost readily 

accessible F:roup. A random sa"pie of twohrired-and-iTht 

individuai was taken fron this group. (See Aopendix D) 

Data Gathering Instruments 

An Opinionnaire Inquiry was used to gather data from 

those participating in this part of the study. A copy of 

this inquiry is included in App3ndix C of this paper. 

Approval for the study and permission to mall inq'iries 

vraS obtained from the Nati.)nal Studies and Research 

Chairman of the AmerIcan Camping Association. completo 
iiaiiing list for Region VII ras obtained fron the national 
headqiarters of the Association. Tabulation procedures 
and an analysis of the results aro described In Chapter IV. 

Summary 

This chapter has includes the research urocedures 

followed in this study. The steps inclided: first, the 
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development of a proposed progressive carnperaft skills 
and knowledges program based on a survey of the litera- 

ture and Catherine aimiett's program; second, the refine- 

ment of this program by a jury-of-experts; third, sub- 

mitting the refined program to a selected populatIon for 

their opinions; fourth, revision of the proposed progres- 

sion camperaft skills and nowledes 'ogram. 
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CHAPTER IV 

ANALYSIS OF DATA AND A STJGGESTED 
CAMPCRAFT PROGRESSION PROGRAM 

This ehapter deals with an analysis and interpretation 

of the data obtaIned from the survey made of the population 

selected for the study and the proposed progressivo camp- 

craft program resulting from this survey. 

The purpose of the study was to determine items con- 

sidered to be essential to a basic camperaft program, and 

the placement of these items in the proression level 

considered to be most suitable by those qualified mdlvi- 

duals responding to the survey. Individuals holding camp 

meiborships in the (merican Camping Association and cur- 

rently engaged in camperaft programming were judged to be 

the most readily available group meeting the criterion of 

the study. To arrive at a populatiDn within the scope of 

the study selection was narrowed to those holdlnr, camp 

memberships in Region VII. Table I shows the total popu- 

lation possible in Region VII and the number and percon- 

tage selected by the random sample. 
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TABLE I 

NUMBER AND PERCENT OF TOTAL POPULATION 
SELECTED IN THE RANDOM SAMPLE 

INDI VIDUA1S NUJiET 

Total Possible 
Population 377 100 

Random Sample 208 55 

The device used to determine what items were essential 

to a basic progression program and the placement of each 

in a progression level took the form of an inquiry. The 

inquiry tentativelj grouped items nto three program levels. 

Items were further rouped into nine areas within each 

level in an effort to :rovido a systematic pattern of 

activities throughout the prcression proram. 

Each person completing the inquiry was requested to 

check one column opposite each item under the leadtns of 

Group I and Group II according to whether an item was, n 

their opinion, essential or non-essential and at which 

progression level it should be included. Space was provided 

for additional items to be included. A copy of the complete 

questionnaire appears in Appendix C of thisstudy. 

Lefinitions were worked out so there would be a common 

understanding on the part of those responding. The mean- 

Ing of thethrms: Essential; Non-essential; Feginner; 
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Intermediate; and Acvanced were defined as follows: 

i 

issentia1 means necessary to include in the program. 

.on-essentia1 means unnecessary to include in the 
program. 

GR3TJP II 

iJevol I Beginner means those skills and knowledges 
considered to come first and which are basic 
to other levels. 

f,evel -r1 Intermediate means those skills arid knowl- 
edges normally expectéd to achieve beyond 
Level I and necessary before progressing 
to more advanced levels. 

Level fIT Advanced means skills and knowledges 
considered essentIal to become a master 
craftsman. 

Table II shows the number of inquiries mailed and the 
number and percent returned. 

TABLE II 
NUMBER AND PERCENT OF INQUIRIES 

MAILED AND RETURNED 

- INQUIRLS NUMBEiR PRCEPT 

Total Sent 208 100 

Total Returned 82 39.4 

Total Tabulated 70 33.1 

Twelve inquiries were discarded for one of throe reasons: 

ither the indivIdual returned a blank inquiry, failed to 

follow directions for the completion of the inquiry, or 
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failed to answer the q1etin concerntnE his experience In 

camperaft programming. Tabulation was based upon seventy 

inquiries. rifforences In tabilation are ue to omissions 

in completing the inquiries. 

Summary of the 1Pablation 

The inquiry, as stated earlier, was designed to 

obtain two responses on each item Included in the suggested 

program. To simelify completion these were labled Group I 

and Group II. Group I was concerned with whether those 

completing the inquiry felt the items were essential or 

non-essential to a basic camperaft program. 1Jsing a fifty 
per cent level of acceptance, established after conslting 
a research expert,1 the tabulation results showed that 
those surveyed felt a1 items except one in the sug;:ested 

program were essential to include. Those items pertain- 
ing to Group I are summerized in Table III, page 45 of 

this paper. 

Group II was designed to obtain opinions on the 

progression level thought most suitable for the placement 

of each Item in the tnquiry. The Inquiry responses per- 

taming to Group II are summerized in Table III, page 45. 

Doinions varied in the placement of Items In the three 

1Riley Jenkins Clinton, toctor of Education, -rofessor of 
ducatIon, School of Education, Oregon State Collego 
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levels, Ipon summerzinf: the res'ñts -f the Inquiry the 

fcñ1owthg method was employed in deterrniinr: final place- 

merit of the items In the proresiv-i level. First, items 

receivin a fifty-perceït agreement on placenent in the 

responses were placed at the level s iridicated. However, 

riot all items had a fifty percent level of agreement. 

These items were then placed by one of two methods. 

Items receIving a simple majority for one level were 

placed at the level so Indicated. :Ltems which received 

ai equal number of responses for two or moro levels were 

retained at the level in which they originally appeared 

in the suggested program. 
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TABLE III 

STJMIvIPJtY OF THJ' TAPTJTÀTION OF T1I IQTJIRY RESPONSES 
kO.R GROUP I AN GROUP II 

ITEMS' CROUP I CROUP II 
(As 1ited in 2 
Inquiry) --- E ifl iEG IT ADV 

LEVEL I 
A. Jatre 

1. 43 2]. 43 0 7 

2. 70 0 60 ¿ i 
3. 61 7 41 O 3 
4. 65 2 41 21 2 
5. 46 21 19 23 22 

3. Firecraft 
1. 69 0 55 1 2 
2. 63 2 47 17 3 
3. 61 7 45 15 4 

4. 49 18 37 17 2 
5. 54 ii 29 29 
6. 53 10 32 27 7 
7. 61 6 31 31 6 
8 63 6 31 16 14 

C. Cookery 
1. 66 3 55 3 
2. 68 0 34 24 1 
3. 57 II 32 27 9 

D. Ropecraft 
1. 56 12 41 19 5 
2. 57 4 44 15 4 

E. Teo1cart 
1. 68 1 (31 5 0 
2. ----- 22 9 34 24 2 
3. (35 3 37 34 3 
4. 52 17 23 27 12 

F. First Aid 
1. 67 2 59 6 4 
2. '7 2 51 14 2 
3. 51 1(3 15 28 6 

Detai1ed doscrption of items included under each ran 
heacin{ of the inqu.iry may be foind on pase 31 oi this 
study. 
ssentiai; Non-essential; Be4nnor; Intermediate; Advanced 
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TABLE III (continued) 

ITMS1 GROUP I GROUP II 
(As listed in - 

____ ___ E NE BEG IWt1 ALV 

LEVEL I (continued) 
F. First id (continued) 4.- 

r 

6.-- 
7. 
8.------ 9.- 

G. aD and Compass 

2 

3. ------ 
li. Equipment and ear 

1.- 
2 

3 . 
4. ------ 

I. Trip Planning 
1. ------ 
2.------ 
3. ------ 

57 3 32 18 4 

70 0 26 32 3 
69 0 46 17 3 
60 0 57 9 2 

67 1 39 24 7 

60 C) 43 11 10 

48 21 23 23 13 
59 9 25 28 0 
66 3 40 15 8 

67 2 49 9 2 
67 2 49 9 2 

57 11 35 17 3 
65 4 30 22 9 

63 6 13 26 15 
6]. 7 19 24 19 
49 20 36 15 3 

LEVEL II 
A . Nature 

44 25 13 33 9 

2.-----.. 48 21 14 30 14 
3.-.--.-- 61 8 20 28 11 
4. 60 10 1 34 11 
5. 33 33 3 34 17 

B. Cookery 
1. 58 8 12 37 10 
2. 63 9 5 37 18 
3. 63 2 6 42 12 
4. 62 6 4 33 18 
5. 31 7 8 33 21 

C Fire cra1t 
1. 64 6 8 34 18 
2. 43 25 5 32 13 

1-Jetai1ed doscription of items included under each main 
headin3 of the inquiry may be found on page 33 of t1is 

') 
study. 

'Essential; Non-essential; Beginner; Intermediate; Advanced. 
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TABLE III (continued) 

TEM1 GR OU P I GR OU P I I 

(as listed in 2 ., 
E NE BEGINT ADV 

LEvL;L II (continued) 
D. Ropecralt 

1. - 6i 8 13 33 12 
9. ------ 5r/ 7 35 1 

E. Toolcraft 
i. ---.-*- bb i 9 41 13 
2. - 57 11 10 40 13 

F. FIrst Aid, Safety 
1. ------ 65 1 lo 56 11 
2. - - 66 0 14 41 8 

(33 4 21 35 11 
4. - 57 10 r) 22 

G. Map and Compass 
1.-- 56 11 14 33 19 2.- 62 5 17 38 8 
3. 59 9 8 31 11 

il. Equ1pient 
56 10 14 36 16 

2. 60 5 15 36 14 
3. 51 14 10 34 17 

I. Trip P1annin 
1.------ 64 4 13 32 21 
2.------ 64 3 5 32 21 
3. ---- 49 1.3 13 34 13 
4. 57 9 10 30 24 

LEVEL III 
A. iature 

1. 63 3 13 14 3E 
2.------ 64 9 17 20 27 

59 G G 12 43 
4. 57 10 10 12 38 
5. 54 13 13 12 40 

1fletailed description of ite included under each 'ain 
heading of the inquiry rìay be found or page 35 of this 
StLldy, 

2E'ssontial; Non-essontial; Beginner; Intermediate; Advanced. 
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TABLE III (continued) 

ITL1S1 (moup I GROUP II 
(as iited in 2 _____________ ___ 
Inquiry) E E BEG INT AIJV 

LEVEL ill (continu3d) 
rI Firecraft 

i. ---- 65 3 13 14 34 
2. - 55 11 9 5 50 

C. Cooexy 
1. 65 3 2 4 59 
2. ------ G4 4 3 17 41 

r. hopocraft 
i. 53 1( 20 27 
2. - 57 11 4 21 27 

E. Tooleraft 
:i,. (5 3 ii 10 44 
2. - (32 7 20 13 40 
3. 49 20 ¿ 1 41 

F. First Aid 
i. 70 0 15 13 40 
2. 45 17 7 P7 49 

G. Mao and Cornpas 
1. E0 9 7 21 40 
2. 58 11 8 2 51 

Ii. quipment 
i. 66 2 5 3 54 
2.------ 52 12 10 7 41 
3.------ 1 5 1i il 39 

9 14 20 43 
I. Trip P1annng 

1. 62 2 0 6 59 
2. 33 4 4 
3. 47 19 7 39 

1Letaiiod description of items included under each main 
heading of the inquir7 nay be found. on page 35 of this 
study. 

'-Ezsentta1; Ton-e8sentia1; 1egnnor; intermediate Advanced. 
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Swsrïary of the Analysis of the Data 

All iteis wore considered essential to a basiccamp- 

craft progressive pro:ra for boys and giris. 
Jsin:; the procedure outlined earlier in this chapter 

the data showed that those surveyed felt all ieis with 

the exception of seven should be included at the roLres- 

sion level ir which they appeared in the sugested prorarn. 
Tabulation of the data indicated that the following items 

should be moved from Feginner to Interiodiate level. 

A nature and Conservation 
5. Discuss what could happen if one kind. 

of plant and/or animal life ceased to 
exist and how it would affect ail life. 

E. Tooleraft 
4. Make an eating or cooking utensil from 

a tin can. 
F. First Aid, Safety and Sanitation 

3. Demonstrate how to build a croase pit. 
4. Show that you can identify the poison- 

ous reptiles, insects, and plante in 
your locality. 

G. Map and Compass 
2. Leionstrate how to find TORTH by the stars, the sun, and by the compass. I. Trip Planning 
1. Go on an all-day hike on a well-marked trail or road, carrying all of your 

equipment and including the planning and 
carrying out of a cookout, demonstrating 
as many of the above skills as Is 
possible in carrying out your plans. 

2. Aftorwarcls discuss the outing with your 
fellow campers selecting the good and 
bad poInts to assist on further planning. 

The purpose of this study was to develop a proposed 
prorossive camperaft program of skills and knowledges. 
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for boys and girls ten years of a,o or older. The final 

step in the research procedure was to survey a selected 

group of individuals currently engaged in some form of 

camperaft programming. As a result of the analysis of 

tho data, the program was revised. The following portion 

of this chapter presents the proposed camperaft skills 

and kriowledes proLram for boys ard ir1s. 

Proposed iroression Cariperaft Program 
for }oys and (iris 

LVfL I FGiNNEF 
A. Nature and Conservation 

1. the consertion pledge. 
2. Show that you know five things to 

do to leave the outdoor areas you 
use in bettor condition than you 
found them, 

3. Learn to identify threo wild animals 
common to your locality and one 
reason why each lives in this area. 

4. Learn to identify three plants common 
to your locality and their uses in 
outdoor living. 

B. Firecraft 
1. Show that you know the proper care 

and use of matches. 
2. LZflOV the uses of tinder, kindling, 

firewood and/or charcoal fuels. 
:3. Femonstrate how to build a foundation 

fire correctly. eep it burning for 
three minutes. 

4. Help build a woodpile using natural 
materials. 

5. Lemonstrate hov to build and use a tepee 
fire and/or a criss-cross f!re and/or 
a fire using charcoal. 

6. now three woods in your locality and 
their iise in firecraft. 



LEVEL I (continued) 

13. Firecraft (continued) 
'T. Show that you know how t find and 

protect fuels in inclement weather. 
3. Show that you can build a fire using 

only natural materials. 

C. Cookery 
1. ?lan and .ck a hike lunch. 
2. Prepare a simple one-pot meal so that 

it looks and tastes good. 
3. Show that you. can cook one item by 

stick cookery. 
I-. opecraft 

L State the characteristics of a good 
knot. 

2. Demonstrate how to tie and use a 
square knot and a clove hitch and 
how to whip the ends of a rope. 

F rjoQ1craft 

1. Show that you know how t care for 
and use a pocket knife. 

2. ake a simple camp utensil using a 
knife you have sharpened. 

3. Show that you know hw to use and 
care for a hand-axe. 

F. First Aid, Safety and Sanitation 
1. Tw that you know five fire safety 

measures -- including building a 
fire circle and putting out a fire 
correctly. 

2. Demonstrate proper disposal. of garbare. 
3. Show that you know how to keep your 

cooking utensils clean in the outdoors. 
4. Demonstrate a simple remedy for burns, 

cuts and blisters. 
5. now the precautions to take for your 

safety before starting on a hike -- 

such as whatth do if you become lost. 
6. Show that you know the proper precau- 

tions to provide safe drinking water. 
7. now what to do in case of a forest fire. 

G. and Compass 
I. Show that you know how to box ie 

compass. 
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LEVEL I (continued) 

0. a and Compass (continued) 
2. Show that you can identify and follow 

trail markers common to your locality. 
H. Equipment and Gear 

1. Shôwatjou know how to dress properly 
for an outing considerinG the activity, 
terrain and weather. 

2. Make some piece of equipment -- such as 
a bag for a meal kit. 

3. Show that you can make a blanket roll. 
4. temonstrate that you know how to pack 

your gear for an overnight. 

I. Trip Planning (in a group of 8 to 10) 
1. Learn one- song, garne or story based upon 

the oitdoors. 

LEVEL II INTERMEDIATE 

A. Nature and Conservation TTind out obout and/or visit a state or 
federal conservation project such as a 
fish hatchery, tree farm or game refuGe. 
Include in your findings why it is needed. 

2. Learn three ways animals depend. upon each 
other to live and how this helps keep 
wildlife in "balance". 

3. i1earn about soll erosion and why it is 
harmful to the conservation of natural 
resources. 

4. Find out what happens to animals and 
plants if their water supply becomes 
polluted. 

5. Make a collection of three types of soil 
and/ci' rocks and be able to identify and tell the- use of one. 

6. Discuss what could happen if one kind of 
plant and/or animal life ceased to exist 
and how it would affect all life. 

B. Cookery Thow that you can cook a meal which 
combines pot and stick cookery methods. 
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LEVEL II (continued) 

B. Cookery (continued) 
2. Gbow that you can bake jr foil and 

in a reflector oven and/or in a 
Tutch oven. 

3. help pl.ai three well-balanced outdoor 
meals for one day. 

4. Help cook a meal without adlt 
supervision. 

5. Show that you can make a food cache 
safe from wild aiirials. 

C. Firecraft 
1. Loonstrate that you know how to 

build and use a reflector fire and 
a trench fire. 

2. Temonstrate how to make two types 
of fuels from man-made materials. 

L. Rooecraft 
le Peìionstrate hoy: to tie a half-hitch, 

a sheet bend and a bowline. 
2. Make one article using one form of 

lashin -- square, round, diagonal 
or continuous. 

. Toolcraft 

1. ake some kind of camp equipment 
using tools you have learned to handle. 

2. Make some kln( of cooking device, such 
as simple crane or turning spit. 

3. :,iake an eating or cooking utensil from 
a tin can. 

F. First Aid, Safety and Sanitation 
1. Show that you know how to buIld a 

simple latrine for sn overnight. 
2. Show that you know the first aid for 

sprains, sunstroke a-d sunburn. 
3. v1ake a hike first aid kit and demonstrate 

how to use its contents. 
4. Show that you know how to make a simple 

outdoor food cooler. 
5. Lemonstrate how to build a grease pit. 
6. Show that you can identify the poisonous 

reptiles, insects and plants in your 
locality. 
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LEVEL II (continued) 

C. !P. arid Compass 1 Demonstrate how to set and sicht with 
a map and compass. 

2. Lemonstrate that you know how to lay and 
follow a trail. 

3, Show that you can find your way usinj 
the sun and stars as indicatIons of 
directions. 

4. i:emonstrat3 how to fInd N)RTH by the 
stars, the sun and, by the compass. 

H. aui1ment ano ar 
l. nowe various packs cesirab1e for 

you to use. 
2. show that you know how to select and 

preparo a site for pitching: a tont. 
3. Add an additional piece of equipment 

to your gear -- such as a sleeping 
bag, hiking boots or pack-sack -- and 
chow that you know how to care for it. 

I. rjjp Planning (in a group of 6 t 10 wIth leader- 
ship) 

1. Shot? th.t you know how to select arid set- 
up ari overnight camping site. 

2. Assist in tho planning and carrying 
out of aì overnight trip demonstrating 
as many of the above skills as possi- 
bio in carryinL out your plans. 

3. Teli a story, teach a song or help 
plan a ceremony campfire based on the 
outdoors. 

4. After'vards, discuss the outing with 
your follow campers selecting the good 
and bad points to assist in further 
planning. 

5. Go on a ali-cay hiko on a oil-mar!cod 
trail or road, carrying all of your 
equipment and including th planning 
and carrying out of a cookout, demon- 
strating as many of the above skills 
as is possible in carrying out your plans. 

5. Afterwirds, discuss the outing with sour 
fellow campers selecting the good and bad 
points to assist in further planning. 
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L1Vi'L III ALVAICE 

A. Nature arid Conservation 
1. ATst In the planning and carrying 

out of a conservation project such 
as Improving a part of a camping alte. 

2. Learn to identify three game animals -- 
fish, bird and mammal -- common to 
your locality arid why there are laws 
to protect them. 

3. Show that you are able to identify 
and use native edible plants found 
In your locality. 

4. Learn three ways nature keeps soil from 
wearing out and what happens if soil 
wears out. 

5. Learn about clouds, wind and other 
natural forces that cause weather 
conditions in your locality. 

E. Firecraft 
i. Show that you cari build and keep a fire 

burning in the raih. 
2. Show that you know how to build fire 

sites for tinti, plank and spit cookery. 
C. Cookery 

1.. Assist in the planning and preparation 
of meals for a three-day back-packing 
trip which includes the use of dohy- 
drated foods. 

2. temonstrate that you know how to cook 
something by each of the following 
methods -- boiling, baking, frying 
and broiling -- that you hive riot 
shown before. 

t. ioecraft 
1. Jemonstrate that you can tie two acidi- 

tional useful knots. 
2. Assist in the making of a permanent camp 

fixture to Improve a camp site. 

E. Toolcraft 
1. Show that you know how to properly 

select and put Into condition the tools 
necessary to carry ori a back-packing 
trip. 

2. Femonstrate proper care and use of a 
sheath knife. 
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LEVEL III (continued) 

E. Too].craft (continued.) 
3. Demonstrate proper care and ilse of 

a bucksaw. 

F'. First Aid, Safety and Sanitation 
1. Demonstrate proper sele6tTon and 

packiri: of c1othinm to taT-re on a 
back-packing trip. 

2. Demonstrate ability to pass the 
American Red Cross standard first 
aid course. 

C. and Coij?ass 
1. Go on a one mile erss-country hike 

by use of map ad compss. 
2. Show that you know how o read and 

use a toporaphical map. 

H. Equipment and Gear 
1. remonstrate that you know how to 

properly pack your roar and equipment 
for a three day back-packing trip. 

2. Add a piece of camping, equipment -- 
such as a Pack board or a ground cloth. 

3. ithow the maximum poundage for you to 
carry. 

4. Learn how to make a temporary shelter 
using a ground cloth or poncho. 

I. Trip Planning (in a group of 6 to 10 with 
leadership) 

1. Assist in the planning and carrying 
out of a two or three day back-packing 
trip demonstrating as many of the above 
skills in carrying out your plans a 
possible. 

2. Afterwards discuss the trip with your 
follow campers selecting the good and 
bad points to assist in further 
planning. 

3. Learn a hiking song and a story about 
the outdoors that you have not known 
before. 
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Summary of the Chapter 

This chapter haz dealt with the analysis of the 

returns of the s':rvey made of a selected group of 

individuals currently engaged in the operati'm of camp- 

craft programs. rjj survey was the final stage of the 

research procedure designed to develop a proposed 

progressive camperaft prograii for boys and girls ten 

years of age or older. 

Chapter J will present the proposed camperaft 

proress1on proRram resilting from this study. 
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CHAPTER V 

IMPLICATL)NS OF THE STUDY 

The problem was to determine the camperft skills 

and nowledes caripers should possess and to propose a 

progression program, based on these findings, which 

could be used as a basis for a camperaf t program in an 

organized summer camp. 

The procedure utilized in obtaining the data was 

described in Chapter 111. The anal:sis and evaluation 

was described in Chapter I. This chapter is concerned 

with the latter of the above problems s stated, and is 
an attempt to propose a cariparaft progression program 

for boye and girls. 

Summary of the Development of the Program 

The in5tial step in the development of the program 

proposed by the study was a survey of the camping litera- 

turo. One progressive camperaft scale, written by 
Catherine Hammett, was salected as a starting point. 

Upon securing iss Hammett's approval this scale was 
expanded and changed using materials freni other resources 
and the writer's own opinions. This procedure resulted 

in the formation of the suested roression program 

used in this study. The suggested proram was then sent 
to a group of authorities -- defined as a "jury of Txperts 
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in the carnperaft fio1 for their comients and additions. 
UsinE the materLals obtained from the jury, the original 
su&osted proram was refined. 

This refined st(jested program was placed in inquiry 
form and sent to a selected group of indviduais currently 

engaged in the operation of carnperaft prorams in Region 
VII of the American Camping Associati3n. Information 
resulting from the tabulation and analysis of the survey 
was compiled. The re!ainder of this chapter is a proposed 
solution to the ob1em undertaken in this study and is 
based upon the data obtained from a review of the camping 

literature, the opinions of camperaf t authDrities, and 

the survey made of those currently engrged in camporaft 

programs. 

Program Changes and Additions flesultin 
from the Survey 

Analysis ci the returns of the survey showed that 
thoìe responding agreed that all items included in the 

sugested program were essential to include. This analy- 
ais also showed that those surveyed felt seven items 
should be moved from the beginning to the intermediate 
level. In the formulation of the final proposed pro:ram 
those items were moved as indicated by the analysis of 

the survey. Among the iteris moved ':re the two dealing 
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directly th a culminating trip experience and evalua- 

tion procedures to follow. These items, now included as 

the survey indicated at the Intermediate level, are as 

follows: 

1. Q on an all-day bike ori a well-marked 
trail or road, carrying all of your 
equipment and irciudin the plannin 
and carryin6 out of a cookout, demon- 
stratin as many of the above £ktlls ac 
is possible in carrying out your plans. 

2. A.fter'ards discuss the outing with your 
fellow campers selecting the rood and 
bad points to assIst in further planning. 

In the writer 's opinion, this change left the ein- 

ner's level without a necessary terminating group expon- 

ence. This point of is based ori information obtained 

from a survey of the camping literature, the opinions of 

the jury of exports, and the results of the final survey 

which indicated that such an exonience was important 

to include at the other two levels. 
The trip activity items were originally included in 

the progression proTam to provide a group planned and 

executed experience usin; the skills and knowledes 
included irì other areas of each proession level. 
Drganized camping by definition is a ¿roup experience 
in the out-of-doors. it is fold by the writer that the 

goals of this study should be in harmony with this impor- 

tant fundamental belief of caîp5.ig nd that thi8 cannot 
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be fully ach:Leved unless sorno for: of experience embodying 

planning, executing, and evaluating of an activity by a 

group is inelude1 at each level. 
For these resoris two additional iterns defiinc a 

trip and evaluati'in experience more suited to the abilities 
of the group st this level were added by the writer in 

formulation of the fInal proposed pro:ression caiperaft 
pro:rarn. These two items aro: 

1, Plan and carry out a combined one-mile 
hi}e ard cookout, demonstratin as many 
of the above sifls as is possible in 
carrying out your plans. 

2. Afterwards discuss the outing with your 
fellow campers selecting the good and 
bad points to assist in father planning. 

The proposed camperít progression program dei:;ned 

for use by boys and girls in organized sumnier caps 
rosilting from the research undertaken In this study 

follows. 

A PROPOSET CAMPCRAI PROCRESSION PROGRAM 
FOR BOYS AND GIRLS 

LVL I BßGINNER 
A. Nature and Conservation 

cìition pledge. 
2. Show that you know five things to 

do to leave the outdoor areas you 
use in better condition than you 
found thorn. 

3. Learn to identify three wild animals 
common to your locality and one reason 
why each lives in this area. 

4. Learn to identify three plants common 
to your locality and their uses in 
outdoor livin{. 
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LTL I (continued) 

B. ïirocraft 
i. Sw ti2at Tou know the proper care ad 

use of matches. 
2. Know the of tinder, kind1in, fire- 

wood and/or charcosl feis. 
3. Eemontrte how to build a foundat1n 

fir, ccrrect1.y. 
4. }lelp build a woodpile usin:; natural 

materials. 
5. Demonstrate how to build and use a tepee 

fire and/or a criss-cross fire arid/or a 
fire using charcoal. 

6. Know three woods in your localit and 
their use in firecraft. 

7. Show that you know how to find and pro- 
tect fuels in inclement weather. 

O. Show that you can build a fIre using 
only natural materials. 

C. CookorT 
1. Plan and pack a hIke lunch. 

Prepare a simple one-pot meal so that 
it looks and tastes good. 

3 Show that you can cook one iteii hy 
stick cookery. 

D. F'oecraft. 
1. State the characterist 
2. Demonstrate how to tie 

knot and a clove hitch 
and ends of a rope. 

F. Toolcraft 
1. Show 

use a 
2. Make 

knife 
3. Show 

for a 

ics of a good knot. 
and use a square 
and how to whip 

that you know how to 
pocket knif o. 

a simple camp utensil 
you have sharpened. 
that you know how to 
hand-axe. 

care for and 

using a 

use and care 

F. First Aid Safety and Sanitation 
1. that you knov ?Iviro safety 

neasres -- including building a fire 
circle and putting out a fire correcti,:. 

2. Demonstrate proper disposal of arbage. 
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L1iVEL I (continued) 

F. First Aid, Safety and Sanitation (continued) 
3. w that yoflnow how to keep your 

cooking utensi1 clean in the outdoors. 
4. Lemonstrate a simple remedy for burns, 

cuts and blisters, 
5. .now tIse precautions to take for your 

safety before starting on a hike -- 
such as what to do if you becorlost, 

6. Show that you know the proper precautions 
to provide safe drinking water. 

7. now what to do in case of a forest fire. 

G. Map and Compass 
now hat you know how to box the compass. 

2. Show that you can identify and follow 
trail markers common to your locality. 

H. guipment and Gear 
1. Showat you know how to dress properly 

for an outing considering the activity, 
terrain and weather. 

2. Make some piece of equipment -- such as 
a bag for a meal kit. 

3. Show that you can make a blanket roll. 
4. Demonstrate that you know how to pack 

your tear for an overnight. 

I. Trip Planning (in a group of S to 10) 
1. Plan and carry out a combined one-mile 

hike and cookout, demonstrating as many 
of the above skills as is possible in 
carrying out your plans. 

2. Afterwards discuss the outing with 
your fellow campers selecting the good 
and bad points to assist in further 
planning. 

3. Learn one song, game, or story based 
upon the outdoors. 

LEVEL II INTERMTDIATE 

A. Nature Conservation 
1. Find out about and/or visit a state 

or federal conservation project such 
as a fish hatchery, tree farm or 
game refuge. Include in your findings 
why it is needed. 
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LVEL II (continued) 

A. Nature and Conservation (continued) 
?. Learn three ways animals depend upon 

each other to live and how this helps 
keep iiidlife in "balance", 

3. Learì about soil erosion and why it 
is harmful to the consorvtion of 
natural resources. 

4e Find out what happens to anirials and 
plants if their water supply beconea 
polluted. 

5. Make a collection of three trpes of 
soil and/or rocks and be able to 
identIfy and tell the use of one. 

6. tiscuss what could happen if one 
kind of plant and/or aninal life 
ceased to exist and how it would 
affect all life. 

j. Cookery 
1. Show that you can cook a meal which 

combines pot and stick cookery methods. 
2. Show that you can bake in foil and in 

a reflector oven and/or in a Dutch 
oven. 

3. Help plan three well-balanced outdoor 
meals for ono day. 

4. Help cook a meal without adult super- 
vision. 

5. Show that you can make a food cache 
safe from wild animals. 

C. Firecraft. 
1. Demonstrate that you know how to build 

and use a reflector fire and a trench 
fire. 

2. Demonstrate how to make two types of 
fuels from man-made materials. 

t. .opecraft 
. Demonstrate how to tie a half-hitch, a 

sheet band and a bowline. 
2. Make one article usin6 one form of lash- 

in -- square, round, diagonal or 
continuous. 
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LEVEL II (contInued) 

E. Toolcraft 
1. iake some kind of camp equipment 

using tools you have learned to 
handle. 

2. Make some kind of cooking evioe, 
euch as a simple crane or turning 
spit. 

3. Make an eat±ng or cooking utensil 
from a tin can. 

F. First. Aid, Safety and Sanitaion 
1. Ew that yoiflnow how to build a 

simple latrine for an overnight. 
2. Show that you know the first aid 

for sprains, sunstroke and. sunburn, 
3. Make a hike first aid kit arid demon- 

strate how to use its contents. 
4. Show that you know how to make a 

simple outdoor food cooler. 
5. Demonstrate how to build a grease pit. 
6. Show that you can identify the poison- 

otis reptiles, insects and pintz :Ln 

your locality. 

G. !i2 Compass 
-I. Demonstrate how to et and eight with 

a map and compass. 
2. Demonstrate that you know how to lay 

and follow a trail. 
3. Show that you can find your way using 

the sun and stars as indications of 
direction, 

4. Demonstrate how to find NOHTH by the 
stars, the sun and by the compass. 

H. EauiDment and Gear 
:i. :owte various p0ck desirable for 

you to use. 
2. Show that you know how to select and 

prepare a site for pitching a tont. 
3. Add an additional piece of equipment tc 

your ear -- such as a sleeping bag, 
hiking boots or pack-sack -- and show 
that you know how to care for it, 



LEVEL II (continued) 

I. Trip P1annin (in a group of 8 to 10) 
1. 3iow that you know how to select 

and set-up an overnight camping 
site. 

2. Go on s all-day hike on a well- 
marked traii or road, carrying all 
of your equipment and including the 
planning and carrying out of a 
cookout, dcrionstrating as many of 
the above skills as is possible in 
carrying out your plais. 

3. Afterwards discuss the outing with 
your fellow campers se1ectin: th 
good and bad points to assist in 
further planning. 

4. Assist tri the planning and carrying 
out of an overnight trip demonstrating 
as many of the above skills as possible 
in carrying out your plans. 

5. Tell. a story, teach a song or help 
plan a ceremony campfire based on the 
outdoors. 

6. Afterwards, discuss the outIng, with 
your fellow campers selecting the 
good snd bad points to assist in 
further planning. 

LEVEL III ADVANCED 

A. Nature and Conservation 
1. Assist in the p1a .. ring and carrying 

out of a consorvatton project such as 
improving a part of a camping site. 

2. iearn to identify three game animals-- 
fish, bird and mammal-- common to your 
locality and why there are laws to 
protect them. 

3. Show that you aro able to identtfy and 
use native edIble plants found in your 
locality. 

4. Learn three ways nature keeps soil from 
wearIng out and what happens if soll 
wears out. 
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T:VTL III (ontirr,ed) 

A. ature and Conervat1on (continued) 
5. n3it ciou3s, wind and other 

natural forces that cause veather 
conditions ir your locality. 

B. Firecraft 
1. Show that you can build and keep a 

fire burning in the rain. 
2. Show that you know how to build fire 

sites for irnu, plank and spit cookery. 

C. Cookex7 
1. Assist in the planning and prepara- 

tiori of meals for a three-day back- 
packth trip which includes the use 
of dehydrated foods. 

2. Lemonstrate that you know how to cook 
something by each of the following 
nethods -- boiling, baking, frying 
and broiling -- that you have not 
shown before. 

D. Ropecraft 
1. Demonstrate that you can tie two ad- 

ditional useful knots. 
2. Assist in the making of a permanent 

camp fixture to improve a camp site. 

I. Toolcraft 
1. Shaw that you know how to properly 

select and put into condition the 
tools necessary to carry on a back- 
packing trip. 

2. Demonstrate proper care and use of a 
sheath knife. 

3. Demonstrate proper care and use of a 
bucksaw. 

F. First Aid, Safoty and Sanitation 
1. onstrate proper selection and pc'cing 

of clothing to take on a back-packing trip. 
2. Demonstrate ability to pìss the Amen- 

can Red Cross standard first aid course. 

G. a and Comjass I.o on a one mile cross-country hike by 
use of map and compass. 



LEVEL III (continued) 

G. ap and Compass (continued) 
.how that you know how to read and use 

a topographical map. 

H. EauiDment and Gear 
1. IeoErethat you know how to 

properly pack your f!ear and equipment 
for a three day book-packing trip. 

2. ACId a piece of cirpirig equipment -- 
euch as a pack board or a around 
cloth. 

3. cnow the maximum poundage for you to 

carry. 
4. Learn how to make a temporary shelter 

using a around cloth or pOflCb. 

I. Trip Plannìr (in a 'oup of 6 to 10 with 
leadership) 

1. Azsist in the plannin and carrying 
out of a two or three day back-packing 
trip demonstrating a many of the 
above skills in carrytn, out your plans. 

2. Afterwards discuss the trip with your 
fellow cipers selectnC the good and 
bad. po.nts to assist in further planning. 

. Learn a hiking song and a story about 
the outdoors that you have not known 
before. 

Summary 

This chapter has presented the procedures followed 

in developiní the proposed carriperaft proresoion program 

designed for use by campers in an Drganized summer camp, 

resulting from this study. This procedure ihciu.ded a 

survey of the camping literature, obtaining the advice of 

authorities in tIìe camperaft field and a survey of those 

currently engaged in the operation of camper ft programs. 
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Data obtained fron these sources formed the basis upon 

which the canperaft proession proram propoced by thIs 

study was formulated. 

Chapter VI will includo the sunary and conclusions 

of this study and rocoiiendations for tirther study. 
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CHA.PTR VI 

SU1MAFY, CONCLTTSIONS AND RECO MENDfLTI)NS 
FOR FURTHER STUDY 

This study on camperaft dea1 with an iivetigation 

of the opinions of authoritiej arid leaders In the field 

of camping to soict skills arid knowlees felt important 

to include in a basic proresion caiperaft proLrarn for 
boys and girls ten years of ace or oidor. The purpose of 
this invest ation was to detor:uinc vhat iterrs aro consi- 

dered most important to Inc udc in a cnperaft proression 

scale and their levels of prossion. 
The remainder of thiz chapter ieals with a s;îrnary 

of the methods employod in thc selection of sources, 

collection and treatment of data, interprettion ánd con- 

clusions based on analysis of the data, and finally, 

recommendations for further study. 

Summary of the Study 

Sources of Data 

Development of the study becan with a survey of the 
camping literature. This survey revealed a considerable 
amount of printed resources dealing viith camperaft skills 

and knowledge8 but very little information on progressivo 

camperaft programs. One existing program presented by 
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Catherine Hammett was selected as a starting point, 

TYpon securing Miss Hamrnett's aporoval th progression 

program was revised using materials from other carnperaft 

resources, and the writer's own opinions. The resulting 

su.osted proression pro'rarn of skills and knowledges 

was placed in inquiry form arid sent to a group of 

authorities -- defined as a "jury-of-experts't -- in camp- 

craft. A refined sugostod program resulted from the 

comments and additions made by this jury. This refined 
suggested proram was then sent to those ihdividuals 

most qualified to participate in this study. An inquiry 

was selected to obtain data. 
Selection of the Population 

A probability research method was employed in tie 
selection of the population for the study. The Initial 
criterion for the selection was individuals currently 

in the operation of camperaft pro{rams. Persons 
holding camp memberships in Region VII of the American 

Camping Association, screened for their current partici- 
pation in camperaft programming, were the most readily 

available individuals meeting this criterion. A random 

sample of two-hundred-and-eight persons was made of the 

total population in Region VII. Tlpon the approval of the 
Chairman of the National Studies and Research Committee 

of the American Camping Association, inquiries were mailed 
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to this group. Eighty-two inqu1res vere returned. 

Twelve inquiries were discarded for various reasons, 
leaving a total of seventy usable returns. Tabulation 

and analysis of the data obtained from this survey formed 
the final step in the research procedures used for 

development of a progression camperaf t program for boys 

and girls. 

Tabulation and Analysis of the Lata 

Tabulation of the inquiries revealed that all items 

included in the suggested ogram were essential to a 

basic camperaft program for boys and girls. Further, the 

tabulation showed that all but seven items should be 
retained at the pro{rossion level in which they appeared 
in the suggested oram. These items were shifted, as 

indicated by the survey, from the beginner to intermediate 
level. From these results a suggested proression skills 
and kriowledges program was formulated. 

Interpretation of tata and Formulation of a 
Suggested Program 

The findings of the study indicate there is considera- 
ble agreement on skills and knowleclges which should be 

included in a basic camperaft program for campers and the 
order of progression in which these skills should be 
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presntec. Lbvin seven items from Level I to Level II 

constituted the only chanes made in the original 

progression program. Since th1 left the beginner level 

without a terminating exoerierice in the final rop000d 

progression program, a lees difficult trip activity was 

added by the writer of this study. 

flecommendations for Further Study 

The research studies in camp programming, and par- 
ticularly n the area of camperaft progression prorams, 
aro limitód. rhe majority of studies completed in camp- 

Ing have dealt with problems in organization and adrnin- 

itration, leadership and program in general. Further 
research is needed in all areas of c&mping and ospecally 

in the program skills area. 
Suggestions for further study in cariperaft a as 

follows: 

1. A validation study should be made usinr the items 

considered to be important as a result of this invostiga- 

tion by applying the study to a similar group of persons 

engaged in caniperaft programming. 

2. Further refinement of this skills and knowledge 
progression camperaf t program by experimenting with the 

application ici organized camps. 
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Members of the Jury-of-Experts 
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44th Street, New York 17, !iew York. 
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Inc., 1 East 48th Street, ew York 17, 
New York. 

4. Ford Carr, Director of Camping, Mt. Diablo 
Coucil, oy Scouts of America, 204..O 

4th Street, Berkeley 10, California. 

5. atherine Lean, Lirector, Camp Vind Mountain, 
Iort1and Girl Scout Council, 1017 S.W. 
Vashington Street, Portland, Oregon. 

6. Catherine T. Hammett, Mox 97, Pleasantville, 
New York. 

7. WeB H. ílusmann, Director of Camping, ationa1 
Council of Boy Scouts, [ational Headquarters, 
!ew hrunswick, New Jersey. 

8, John A. Dodue, Secretary for Youth Program 
and Camping, Natona1 Council of the 
Young Men's Christian Association, 
291 Eroadway, ew York, Mew York. 

9. George W. Martin, Registrar, Olympic College, 
J$remerton, ashington. 
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lo. kgnes TV!. cQuarrie, ABsstant Professor of Physical 
Education, State Colleo of Vashington, Pullnan, 
Wa Sb inL:ton. 

11. Gunner Peterson, Cha:Lrrian, National School Camping 
Committee, American Camping Associaton, George 
Williams Colles e, 5315 Irexel Avenue Chicago 
15, Illinois. 

12. Jane . Shurmer, Associate Professor of Physical 
¿ducation, Chico State College, Chico, California. 

13. ildred Stevens, Director of Recreation, Sacraniento 
State College, Sacramento, California. 

14. Francis ¿. Vi11iamson, Lirector of Boy Scout Train- 
in Center, Portland Council, 1009 S.W. 5th 
Avenue, Portland, Oregon. 
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To Members of the Jury-of rxperts: 

In a review of caripirig 1iteratire it was irnpos3ìble 
to find a skill proLression pro;ra . of carnperaft for 
boys and girls which has been substantiated by accepted 
re3earch methods. However, it Is recognized that many 
individuals and groups have defined such pro5;rams, the 
most widely published of these being the one in Your )wn 
Book of Camperaft by Catherine Hamnett, and the one by 
the Junior Maine Gnides. In corresponding with i5S 
Ilammett regarding the development of the resent skill 
program she recognizes the need to seek opinions of 
qualified ersons in order to vilidate thß items Included 
in the areas of ororression. 

Miss .fiamìett has given permission to use items in- 
cLuded in her "camperaft skills and check-listT' as the 
basis for the development of thIs inquiry. This study 
is an attempt to substantiate, by accepted research 
methods, what is believed by the jury-of-experts and 
persons presentlj involvéd in desirable 
camperaft progression program for use by boys and girise 
As a raduate student at Oregon State College I have 
selected this as my research project for partial fulfill- 
ment of the requirements for a master's deree. In order 
to obtain the ìecessary data your cooperation is sought 
in filling out the enclosed inquiry. Copies of the 
results will be nade available to those indicating an interest in this aterial. 

If your busy schedule permits, pieuse fill out the 
enclosed inquiry and return it to me in the self-addressed 
envelop by February 25, 1957. 

Study Aproved by: 
Dr. Lenore C. Smith, Chairman Sincerely yours, Studies and Research Committee Mary . Jordan 
American Camping Association Ht. 2, Box 304 

Sandy, 0re!on 
Miss Margaret Milliken 
Major Proossor 
0re-on State Collego 



A Proposed Cariperaft Proçraii for Boys and Girls 

PURPOSE: This inqu:iry is being subritted to a slected 
number of persons recognized as authoritIes in camp- 
craft knowlede an3 pro rari plann:nf to seRk teïr 
opinions repardinr the content and fort of the 
enclosed proposed prora. Upon receivin: their 
suostions and comnents the Inquiry will be revised 
and railed to the total merbership of Begion 'fl1, 
American Camping Assoc1tion to f.na1ly detemine 
a basic carnperaft proGram for boys and girls. 

INQ;rJIPY: ThIs Inquiry is part of a pian to devise a 
three-level proresive program of camperaft skills 
and knowledges for use by boys arid girls rs idiVid- 
ualsm as families, as club groups, or as Dart of the 
program of activIties In ar organized campe Three 
levels are used ifl an effort to group the reqiire- 
ments into clsssIflcai;ions which rores fro: be- 
ginner to more advanced sld lis tn knowledges. The skills and knowledjes have been divided into nine 
areas within each level to provide a consistant pattern throughoìt the pror;rarn. 

DIRiCTIONS ìeae check ( ) in Group I , ore column 
opposite each defined skill or knowlede according 
to whether you feel it is essential, desirable, or 
non-ssentia1 to incIrd a basic cariperaft program for boys and EIns. 
Please check ( ) in (roup II, one column opposite 
each dofind skill or know'edge which indicates the 
progression level it should be included in the cperaft program. 

GROUP I 
¿sset1al - means necesssry to include in the 

pro&ram 
Beirab1e - means worthy, but not necessary to 

include In the program 
Non-ssentjal - means unnecessary to include 

in the orograni 
GR011? II 

I4evoTI - Beginner 
Level ii - Intermediate 
Level III - Advanced 
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If you feel that any additional skills or knowled;es 
should be included, or that skills or nowled;es in one 
area should be in another, or ish to make other comments 
a space has been provided for your use at the end of each 
section of the inquiry. The last a'e of the inquiry 
contains some additional questions. This inquiry bears 
a codo number to facilitate follow-up. 



IN QTJIi Y 

LEVEL I 
Goal: Cookout 

A. Na:u. and Co!ervat1on 
1-. noETTe meaninp; of tuie "con- 

servatin p1ed&T, 
2. SUow that Tou know five thins 

to do to leave the outdoor 
areas you u3e in bettor con- 
dition than when you found 
them. 

s. learn to identify three plants 
CO!1flOfl to your locality, and 
their uses in outdoor living. 

4. Learn to idontif'y three wild 
animals ifl your locality. 

B. irocraft 
i-;- Sh6TThat you know the proper 

care and use of natches. 
2. Çnow the uses of tinder 

kindling and firewood. 
3. ITeip build a woodpile. 
4. Demonstrate how to buifl and 

use a tepee fire and a. criss- 
cross fire. 

C. L:aokory 
I7TPn and pac1: a hike lunch. 
2. Plan the menus for well- 

balanced outdoor reals for 
one day. 

3. Prepare a eicple one-pot meal 
so that It looks and tastes 
ood. 

4. show that you can took cie 
ite:n by stich cookery. 

L. aft 
L. state the characteristics of 

a good ìnot. 
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INQUIRY 

LEVEL I 

Goal: Cookout 

D. Ro,pecraf t (continued) 
2. Doiionstrate how to tie and use 

a sare knot, and a clove hitc 
and how to whip the ends of a 
rope. 

3. Make one article demonstratthg 
the use of square and clia:onal 
lashings. 

E Toolcraft 
1. Sthat you know how to care 

for and use a pocket knife. 
2. Show that you know how to care 

for and use a bucksaw or a 
similar tool. 

3. Make a simple camp utensfl out 
of wood. with a knife yu have 
sharperìeld. 

F. First Aid, Safety and Sanitation 
Thothat you. five fIre 
safety ìneam.u'es - including 
building a fire circle and 
putting out a fire correctly. 

2. Demonstrate jroper dIspos1 
of arba. 

3. Leonstrate how to build a 
crease pit. 

4. Show that you know how to keep 
your CockIng utensils clean in 
the outdoors. 

5. Show that you icnow how to mace 
a natural food cooler. 

G. MaT) ftfl Comj ass 
I. Show that you understand and 

know the parts of a compass. 
2, Demonstrate how to find NORTH 

by the stars, the sun, and by 
the compass. 
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INQJ IRY 

LEVEL I 

Goal: Cookout 

H. Equipment and Gear 
1. Purchas ice of hiking 

equipm3nt, euch as a meal kit 
or pocket mifo, and know how 
to take care of it properly. 

I. Trip Planning 
1. Go on an all-day hike, on a we 

well-markec traIl or highway, 
carrying all of your equipment 

2. Assist in the planning of a 
cookout demonstrating as many 
of the Rbovo tests as is 
possible in carrying out your 
plans. 

3. Learn one eanip gaine, song or 
3tory based on the outdoors. 

4. riscuss the cookout with y,ur 
fellow caìipers selecting the 
good and bd points to assist 
in further planning. 

ADDITIONS ANT C0UINTS: 
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LLVL II 
Goal: Overruiht Trip 

A. Nature and Conservation 
1. Learn about state and federal 

conservation and forestry 
projects in your locality. 

2. Learn to identify three trees, 
animals and birds common to 
your locality. 

3. Show that you can identify the 
poisonous reptiles, insects 
and plants in your locality. 

E. Firecraft 
:1.. Temonstrate that you know how 

to build and use a reflector 
fire, a trench fire and altar 
fire. 

2. Demonstrate how to make 
artificial tinders and fuels. 

3. EÇnow the various woods in your 
locality and their uses in 
flre craft. 

C. Cookery 
1. Show that you can cook a neal 

using advanced skills of 
stick and one-pot cookery. 

2. Lemonstrate proper use of 
aluminum foil and Eutch oven. 

. Cook one item of food using 
reflector cookery. 

4. Show that you know how to 
make a food cache safe from 
wild animals. 

r). Ropecraft 
1. Demonstrate how to tie a half- 

hitch, a sheet band, and a 
bowline. 
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T r T 

Goal: Overnight Trip 

D. Roocraft (continued) 
2. L)en,onstrate that you know how 

to make sheer or round and 
continuous lashings. 

3. Lemonstrte that you know how 
to pitch a tent correctly. 

E. Toolcraft 
1. Show that 'you know how to care 

for and use a hand-axe. 
2. Make sorne kind of camp equip- 

ment using tools you have 
learned. to handle. 

3. .:ake some kind of cooking 
. 

device, such as a simple crane 
or turning spit. 

F. First Aid, Safety and Sanitation 
1. now the precauETns to take 

for your safety before start- 
Ing on a hike. 

2. Show that you know how to 
build a latrine. 

3. Show that you know the first 
aid for sprains, sunstroke 
and sunburn. 

4. ake a hike first aid kit and 
demonstrate how to use its 
contents. 

G. Map Compass 
rTi.;emonstrate how to set and 

sieht with a map and compass. 
2. Show that yu can identify 

trail markers common to your 
locality. 

3. 1emonstrate that you mow how 
to correctly blaze a trail. 
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Li.VuL II 
Coal: Gverniht Trip 

f. Equipment and (iear 
L Show that you know how to mak 

a bed roll. 
2. :;flow the various paCk8 dosira 

bio for you to use. 
3. lemonstrate that you know how 

to properly pack your gear 
for an overnight. 

4. Purchase an additional pIece 
of capIn equipment, such as 
a sleeping bag, hiking boots 
cr pack-sack. 

I. Trip Planning 
1. Assistin the planning of an 

overnight trip demonstrating 
as many of the above tests as1 
is possible In carrying out 
your plans. 

2. Tiscuss the overnight with 
your fellow campers selecting 
the good and bad points to 
assist in further planning. 

ADDITIONS AND COMMI!NTS: 
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LEIThL III 
Goal: Back-iackin Trip 

A. Nature and Conservation 
i:. ShowTat youaro able to 

identify natural edible 
plants in your locality. 

2. Assist in the plarning arid 
carrying out of a coner- 
vatiori project. 

. Learn to identify any six 
garne animals in your locality 

4. Learn about wInd, clouds and 
other natural forces affect- 
Ing weather tri your locality. 

13, Flrecraft 
1. Show that you know how to 

find and protect fuals in 
inclement weather. 

2. LGmonstrate how to build a 
fire usina natural fuels 
found in the forest. 

C. Cookery 
1. AssIst in the planning and 

preparation of meals for a 
three-day back-packing trip. 

2. Demonstrate that you can cook 
a meal without adult super- 
vision. 

3. ternonstrate how to use imu, 
planking anö spit cookery. 

r. Rqpecraft 
I. Temonstrate that yo'i can tie 

two additional nseful knot, 
2. Assist in iaking a permanent 

camp fixture to improve a 
camp site. 
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LEVEL III 
Goal: Back-Packing Trip 

E. Tooleraft 
la Th75ihat you krow how to 

properly select the tools 
necessary to carry ori a back- 
packin trip. 

2. Demonstrate proper care and 
use of a sheath knife. 

3$ Demonstrate proper care and 
use of a two-headed axe. 

F. First Aid, Safety and Sanitation 
:i. remonstrate proper selection 

and packirt of clothing to tak 
on a back-packing trip. 

2. Show that you know the proer 
precautions to provide for 3af 
drinking water. 

3. Lemonstrato ability to pass th 
American Red Cr085 standard 
first aid course. 

4. Know what to do in case of a 
forest fire. 

Cr. Ma Compass 
. Go ona one mile cross-country 
hike by use of niap and compass 

2. Show that you know how to read 
a topographical map. 

H. Equipment and Gear 
1. Demonstrate that you know how 

to properly pack your gear and 
equipment for a three-day 
back-packing trip. 

2. Purchase an additional piece 
of camping, equipment, auch as 
a pack-board or ground cloth. 
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LVL III 
Goal: Back-Packing Trip 

I. Trip Planning 
1. Assist in th p1annin ol a 

three-day back-packing trip 
demonstratiní as many of trie 
above tests as is possible 
in carrying out your tians. 

2. Discuss the back-packing trip 
with your fellow campers 
seloctin, the gooc3 arid bad 
points to assist in further 
planning. 

ADDITIONS AND COMMENTS: 
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APDITINAL INFORMATION: 

1. Is there a clear division between level8? 

2. Would you prefer a program divided into more levels? 
How many? Why? 

3. Does the use of areas within the levels add to the 
continuity of the prorarn from level to level? 

4. Could the terrnonology used be understood by boys 
and girls? 

5. Is the program too involved to be used in an actual 
camping situation? 

6. Are the areas within each level placed in a logical 
progression? 

FORMAT OF THE INQUIRY: 

le Are the instructions clear? _yes _no. If no, why? 

2. Are the definitions adequate? _yes no. If no, why? 

3. How do :ou feel about the system for indicating choice 
of level? Is it easy or hard to use? Can you 
suggest a simpler way? 

4. Additional Comments: 

Number 4. 
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Appendix C 

Inquiry Sent to the American Camping 
AssocIation !ernbers 
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Route 2, Box 304 
Sandy, 0reon 
March 18, 1957 

To American Camping Association iembers in Region VII: 

In a review of camping literature it was inpossib1e to 
find a skill progression program of camperaft for boys and 
girls which has been substantiated by accepted research 
methods. However, it is recognized that many individuals 
and groups have defined such programs, the most widely 
published of those being. the one in Your Own Book of Camp- 
Craft by Catherine liammett, anc3 the one by the Junior 
Maine Guides. In corresponding with Miss Harnmett regard- 
ing the development of the present skill program she 
recognizes the need to seek opinions of qualified persons 
in order to validate the items included in the areas of 
progression. 

Miss Hammett has given permission to use items included 
in her tcamperaft skills chock-1istT as the bases for the 
development of this inquiry. r$hjs study is an attempt 
to substantiate, by accepted research methods, what is 
believed by a jury-of-experts and persons presently in- 
volved in camping, to be a desirable camperaft progression 
program for use by boys and girls in organized ca ps. As 
a graduato student at 3regon State College I have selected this as my research project for partial fulfillment of the 
requirements for a master's degree. In order to obtain the 
necessary data your cooperation is sought In filling out the enclosed inquiry. Copies of the results will bø made avail- 
able to those indicating an interest in this material. 

If your busy schedule permits, please f111 out the 
enclosed inquiry and return it to me in the self-addressed 
envelope by April 3, 1957. 

Study Approved by: 

Dr. Lenore C. Smith, Chairman 
Studies and Research Committee 
American Camping Association 
Miss Mararot Milliken 
Major Professor 
0reon State College 

Sincerely yours, 

Mary R. Jordan 
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A Proposed Carnperaft Proram for Boys and Girls 

PImPOSE: This inquiry is being submitted to all indivi- 
duals who hold camp memberships in Region VII of the 
American Camping Association to seek their opinions 
on the content of the enclosed proram for use in 
organized camps. 

IMQTJIRY: This inquiry s part of a plan to devise a three- 
level basic progressive program of carnperaft skills 
and knowledges. The items included in this inquiry have been tentatively grouped into three levels 
progressing from beginning to more complex sktlls and knowledges. You are requested to either accept 
or reject the items as being essential to a camp- 
craft proram, and to place each in the proression 
level you feel most snitable. 

LTFLCTIONS: Please check (x) in Croup I, one column opposite each defined skill or knowledge according to whether you feel it is essential or non-essential to include 
in a basic camperaft program for boys and girls. 

Please check x) in 
defined skill or im 
sion level in which 

GROUP I 

iisential 
program. 

Croup II, one column opposite each 
Dwledge which indicates the progres- 
it should appear. 

__________ means necessary to include in the 

Non-Lssential means unnecessary to include 
in the program. 

GROUP II 
Lel i: F.eginner means those skills and 

knowledges considered to come 
first and which are basic to other 
i e ve 1 s. 

Level II Intermediate moans those skills and 
knoThesnormally expected to 
achieve beyond Level I and neces- 
sary before progressing to more 
advanced levels. 

Level III Advanced means skills ad knowl- 
edges considered essential to be- 
come a master craftsman. 
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If, you foel any additional iteris should be Included please 
write in these items at the end of the correspondinf area 
at the level you feel. those is last 

includes one additionci question and a 
space to indicate if you wish to receive a surrary of the 
findings of the study. ThIs inquiry bears code number. 



INQUIRY 

LEVEL I Beginner 

A. Taturo and Conservation 
1. crìowTe conservation p1ede. 
2. S ow that you know five thin;s 

to do to leave the outdoor 
areas :rou use ir bettor con- 
dition thanì you found them. 

3. T.earn to identify three wild 
animals coimon to your local- 
ity and one reason why each 
lives in this area. 

4. Learn to identifr three plants 
corirnon to your locality and 
their uses in outdoor living:. 

5. Tiscuss what could happen if 
one kind of' plant and/or 
animal life ceased. to exist 
and how it wonid alTect ail life. 

B. Firecraft 
1. Show that you know the proper 

care and use of matches. 
2. Kñow the uses of tinder, kind- 

ling, firewood and/or charcoal 
fuels. 

3. Demonstrate how to build a 
foundation fire correctly. 
iøop it burning for three 
minutes. 

4. Help build a woodpile using 
natural materials. 

5. Demonstrate how to build and 
use a tepee fire and/or a 
criss-cross fire and/or a fire 
using charcoal. 

6, snow three woods in your local- 
ity and their use in firocraft. 
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INQJIRY 

LEVEL I Beginner 

B. Firecraft (continued) 
'7. Show that you know how to find 

and protect fuels in inclement 
weather. 

8. Show that you can build a fire 
using only natural materials. 

C. Cookery 
1. Plan and pack a hike lunch. 
2. Prepare a simple one-pot meal 

so that it looks and tastes 
good. 

3. Show that you can cook one itet 
by sticc cookery. 

D. Ropecraft 
1. State the characteristics of 

a good knot. 
2. temonstrato how to tie and use 

a square knot and a clove 
hitch and how to whip the ends 
of a rope. 

E. Tooleraft 
1. Show that you know how to care 

for and use a pocket knife. 
2. Make a simple camp utensil 

U3ifl a knife you have 
sharpened. 

3. Show that you know how to use 
and caro for a hand-axe. 

4. Make an eating or cooking 
utensil from a tin can. 

F. First Aid, Safety and Sanitation 
1,Show that you kìow five fire 

safety measures -- inc1udng 
building a fire circle and put- 
ting out a fire correct1. 
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INQUIRY 

LEVEL I (continued) 

F. First Aid, Safety and Saciitation 
( continued 

2. Eernonstrate prooer disposal of 
garbage. 

3. i)omonstrte how to build a 
grease pit. 

4. Show that you know how to keep 
your cooIdn utensils clean in 
the outdoors. 

5. Show that you can identify the 
poisonous reptiles, insecte 
and plants in your locality. 

6. eontrate a simple remedy 
for burns, cuts and blisters. 

7. Cnow the precautions to take 
for your safety before start- 
Ing on a hike-- euch as what 
to do 1f you beconie lost. 

8. Show that you know the proper 
precautions to provide safe 
drinkjn water. 

9. Know what to do in case of a 
forest fire. 

G. Ma and Cornpas 
. s; that you know how to box 

the compass. 
2. Demonstrate how to find N3RTH 

by the stars, the sun and by 
the compass. 

5. Show that you can identify and 
follow trail markers common to 
your locality. 

H. Equipment and Gear 
1. Show that you icnow how to 

dross properly for an outing 
con.iderin: the activity, 
terrain and. weather. 
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INQUIRY 

LEVEL I (continued) 

G. Equipment and Gear (continued) 
2. Make sorne piece of equipnent-- 

such as a bag Cor a meal kit. 
3. Show that you can make a 

blanket roll. 
4. 1emonstrate that you know how 

to pack your :ear for an 
overnight. 

I. Trip Planning (in a croup of 8 to 
lo) 

1. Go on a all-day hike on a well- 
marked trail or road, carrying ali of your equipment and in- 
cluding the planning: and 
carrying out of a cookout, 
demonstrating as many of the 
above skills as is possible in 
carrying out your plans. 

2. Afterwards discuss the outing 
with your fellow campers 
selecting the good and bad 
points to assist in further 
planning. 

3. Learn one sonc, game or story 
based upon the outdoors. 

LEVEL II Intermediate 

A. Nature and Conservation 
1. Findt about and7'r visit a 

state or fethral conservation 
project such as a fish hatchery 
tree Carni or game refuge. In- 
elude in your findings why it 
is needed. 
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INQUIRY 

LEVEL II (continued) 

A. Nature and Conservation (cont.) 
2. bearThree ways animals de- 

pond upon each other to live 
arid how this helps keep wild- life in "balance," 

3. Learn about soil erosion and 
why it is harriful to the 
conservotion of natural 
resources. 

4. Find oiit what happens to 
animals and plants if their 
water upp1y becomes polluted. 

5. ake a collection oi three 
types of soi]. and/or rocks 
and be able to identify and tell the use of one. 

13. Cooker 
1. Show that you can cook a meal 

which combines pot arid stick 
cookery methods. 

2. Show that you can bake in foil 
and in a reflector oven and/or 
in a lutch oven. 

3. Help plan throe well-balanced 
outdoor meals for one day. 

4. Help cook a meal without adult 
su po r vi s ion. 

5. Show that you can make a food 
cache safe from wild animals. 

C. Firecraft 
1. Demonstrate tfiat you know how 

to bui] d and use a reflector fire and a trench fire. 
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LEVEL II (continued.) 

C. Firecraft (continued) 
2. Lcmoitrate how to make two 

types of fuels from man-iade 
materials. 

D. çraft 
1. Lemonstrate how to tie a 

half-hitch, a sheet bend arid 
a bov1ine. 

2. Make one article 1inL one 
form of iashihg-- square, 
round, diaona1 or continuous1 

E. Toolcraft 
1. Make some kind of carnpquip- 

ment using tools you have 
learned to handle. 

2. ake some c1nd of cooking, 
device, such as simple crane 
or turning spit. 

F. First Aid, Safety and Santtition 
1. Show that you know w to 

build a simple latrine for an 
overnight. 

2. Show that you know the first 
aid for sprains, sinstroke 
and sunburn. 

3. Make a hike first aid kit and 
demonstrate how to uso its 
contents. 

4. Show that you know how to 
mage a simple outdoor food 
cooler. 

G. Ma Compass 
s lemonstrate how to set arid 

si{ht with i map arid compass. 
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LrL II (continued) 

G. a and Compass (continued) 
. Loonstrite that you know how 

to lay and follow a trai1, 
. show that you can find your 
way using the sun and stars 
as jdications of direction, 

H. E ul ment and Gear 
s ?.ow the vatis packs desir- 
able for you to use. 

2. Shov that you know hoy to 
s1ect arì prepare a site for 
pitchin a tent. 

3. A.dd an additional piece of 
equipment to your sear-- such 
as a sleeping bag, hiking 
boots or pack-sack and show 
that you kno how to care for 
it. 

I. Trip Planning (in a group of 6 
to 10 with leadership) 

1. Show tbat you know how to 
select and set-up an over- 
night camping site. 

2. Assist in the planning and 
carrying out of ari oversight 
trip dernonstratin. as many 
of the above kiil as possi- 
ble in carrying out your plan 

;5. Tell a story, teach a song or 
help plan a ceremony campfire 
based on the outdoors. 

4. Afterwards, discuss the outin 
with your fellow campers 
se1ectng the good and bad 
points to assist in further o. 
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LEVEL III Advanced 

A. îTature and Conservation 
LAssiti(I the planning and 

crry1ng out of a corservatlon 
project such as tmproviri. a 
p8rt of a carnpina site. 

2. Learn t identify three am 
animals-- fish, bird and rnamma 
-- conmon t) your locality and 
why there are laws to protect 
them. 

. Show that you are able to iden 
tify and uso native edible 
plants found in your locality. 

4. T:earn troe ways nature keeps 
soil from wearing out and what 
happens if soil wears out. 

5 Learn about clouds , wind and 
other natura] £oices that 
caizie weather conditions in 
your locality. 

B. Firecraft 
TEovthat you cari build and 

keep a fIre burning in the rau 
2. Show tìat you know how to 

build a fire sito for imu, 
plank and spit cookery. 

C. Coo 
L Assist in the planning and 

preparation of eals for a 
three-day back-pacdng trip 
which includes the use of de- 
hydrated foods. 

2. remontrate that you know how 
to cook something by each of 
the followIng methods-- boil- 
ing, baking, frying arid broil- 
in__ that you have not shown 
before. 
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LEVEL III (continued) 

L. Ropecraft 
1. Demonstrate that you ca tie 

two additi3nal useful knots. 
2. Assist in the making of a per- 

manent camp fixture to improve 
a camp Site. 

E. Toolcraft 
1. Show that ou know how to pro- 

perly select arid put into 
condition the tools necessary 
to carry on a bac-packin 
trip. 

2. rernonstrtte proper care and 1is 

of a sheath knife. 
3. Lemonstrate proper care and 's 

of a bucksaw. 

F. First Aid, Safety arid Sanitation 
1. remonstrate proper selection 

and packin. of clothing to 
take on a back-packing trip. 

2. Lemonstrate ability to pass 
the Arnericarì Red Cross stand- 
ard first aid course. 

G. Ma ! Compass 
. Go on a one mile cross-country 
hike by use of map and compass 

2. Show that you know how to read 
and use a topographical map. 

H. uipment and Cear 
1. lemonstrate that you know how 

to properly pack your gear 
and equipment for a three day 
back-packing trip. 
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LEVEL II (continued) 

H. Eguinent and Gear (continued) 
2. Ad a piece of empin. equip- 

ment-- euch a ì pack board 
or a ground cloth. 

3. now the naximum poundaCe for 
you to carry. 

4. Learn how to make a temporary 
shelter using a ground cloth 
or poncho. 

I. '1ip Plannin (in a groUp of 6 
to 10 with 
loadersh Ip) 

1. AssIst in the pltrining and 
carrying out. of a two or 
three day back-packing trip 
demonstrating as iany of the 
above 8i:11ls in carrying, out 
your plane. 

2. ttfterwards discuss the trip 
with your follow campers 
selecting the 'ood and bed 
points to assist in further 
planning. 

3. Learn a hiking son and a 
story about the outdoors that 
you have not cnown before. 

Additional Information: 

in 

______________ ___ I would like to receive 
Lxpeenco In CmTÏ a sunrnarj of the find- 

Ins of this study. 
yes___ no_I 
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APPENDIX D 

Method Used in andorn Sample 
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A probability research method, commonly termed a 

random sample, was used to e1ect the members of the 

population used in this stdy. The sampfln method ìsed 

in this study wa as followa. The names of ali those 

individuals ho1d1n camp memberships in Reion VII of the 

American Campinr Association v;ere written on slips of 

paoer and these slips placed in a container. The slIps 

were then. drawn from the contaIner one at a time and the 

names recorded on a master mailinp, list for this study. 

The slios were mixed from time to time during the drawing 

to insure a non-biased sam1irig. 


